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[ 10% GLYCOLIC COMPLEX ] 
30 PADS FOR DAILY USE

NEW

                        PEEL AND REVEAL       

                   [ INSTANTLY SEE BRIGHTER, 

                      SMOOTHER SKIN WITH ONE PAD ] 

3600 SCIENTISTS, 6 RESEARCH CENTERS WORLDWIDE. 

DEDICATED TO BEAUTIFUL SKIN AT EVERY AGE.

TECHNOLOGY           GLYCOLIC-INFUSED PEEL PADS

INGREDIENT    _____ 10% GLYCOLIC COMPLEX

HOW IT WORKS        GENTLY EXFOLIATES DULL SKIN

CLINICAL RESULT    BRIGHTER, MORE RADIANT SKIN,

VISIBLY REDUCES WRINKLES



* 2017 MKZ equipped with available 3.0L engine and AWD. 

Horsepower rating achieved with 93-octane fuel.

IT ’S L IKE  THAT.

THE 2017 MKZ.

Every so often, life affords you a moment of 

pure exhilaration—a fact that hasn’t been lost 

on the new Lincoln MKZ. With its striking presence 

and smooth delivery of 400 horsepower,* 

you’re in for an unforgettable drive no matter 

where the road may take you.

Lincoln.com/MKZ

IT ’S L IKE READING 

A 5-STAR REVIEW.

OF THE RESTAURANT 

YOU JUST OPENED.
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Dial it up,  
dial it down.
Our custom-lash mascara  
dials up the volume from  
flirty to full-on phenomenal.  
Change your lash, change  
your look. 

New. Lash Power™  

Flutter-to-Full Mascara

Find out more at  
clinique.com  
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Allergy Tested. 100% Fragrance Free.



CAUGHT UP IN A

FEED FRENZY? HERE

ARE THE MOMENTS

NOT TO MISS

THIS MONTH’S

GRAM-YS

GET TO KNOW
OUR AUGUST

CONTRIBUTORS

ALLISON WILLIAMS
Featured in Cause & Effect, p. 38
Look for Candid snaps with her
adorable pooch, Moxie
Find her on Instagram @aw

16.9K likes

MIMIC KATE’S GO-TO POSE

A recap of the story you totally clicked
with on InStyle.com.

One reason the Duchess of Cambridge looks so
good in every photo? Her flawless pose. We got the
lowdown on how to execute “the duchess slant” from
royal-etiquette expert Myka Meier. First, sit with
your shoulders squared. Then, keeping your knees
and ankles together, angle your legs to the side so
they lean in a Z shape. The finishing touch? Lightly
fold your hands in your lap and say, “Cheese!”

IT’S TIME TO FOLLOW INSTYLE

BECOME A STYLE INSIDER Follow all our feeds for up-to-the-minute celebrity news,
designer updates, VIP party passes, outfit advice, and exclusive videos.

4.1M 18.5K4.6M 1.3M

VI EWS
on Facebook

THE NEXT BIG

THING IN NAILS?

SPRAY-ON POLISH
Manicures just got a whole lot
more fun. With China Glaze’s
aerosol cans, moonlight as Banksy
to achieve salon-caliber results.
We first covered the news
on InStyle.com, then asked
brand manager Brooke
Johnson how to pull off
the look at home.

1. Apply a base coat.

2. Shake the can twice.
Holding it a few inches
away from your hand, spray
across your fingertips
in one sweeping motion.

3. Repeat Step 2 on
the other hand.

4. Finish with topcoat.

5. Rinse hands under water
to get the color off your skin.

VIRAL BEAUTY TREND

2,126 likes

CARLA GUGINO
Featured in “Double Dare,” p. 170
Look for BTS pics from the set
of Cameron Crowe’s new
Showtime drama, Roadies

Find her on Instagram @carlagugino

NICK JONAS
Featured in Man of Style, p. 176
Look for Sexy snippets from his
Future Now tour with Demi Lovato
Find him on Instagram @nickjonas
and Snapchat at jicknonas

220K likes
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For many, August is a time to enjoy delicious, carefree
pleasures: the taste of corn on the cob drizzled with
herbed butter, the sight of watercolor sunsets slipping
into the horizon, the feel of warm sand squishing through
your toes. But for those of us at InStyle, it is also a time
of frenzied planning. There are run-throughs and
shoots, mood boards and outlines—all the ground-
work that goes into planning our big fall books. And
in this issue, we bring you a can’t-help-ourselves
sneak peek at the season ahead. From the hottest
new cross-body bags (p. 78) to the coolest new
ways to wear denim (p. 65), August gives you a
tantalizing look at a few of the most alluring
trends—and the most lust-worthy pieces—fall
has to offer. So while you’re sitting there in
the pool, sipping just-right chilled rosé on an
oversize ice cream–inspired float (of
course you’ve heard…cones are the new
swans, according to the Instafamous
Cavalier King Charles spaniel known as
Toast; more on p. 143), why not start
daydreaming about your updated fall
wardrobe? And if you feel truly
motivated, remember this: There
is no shame in filling your shopping
cart with the perfect wool
fisherman’s sweater when your
nose is covered with titanium
dioxide (in fact, we’ve got
some really cute ones for
you on p. 70). So what are
you waiting for? There’s
no time like the present
to make a splash into
the next season…

Let me know what’s on your mind. Follow me…
On Instagram and Twitter: @arielfoxman   On Snapchat: afoxman





Julia Roberts
opened up about
spending time
with her kids.
“Conversations
require a complete
disregard for the
clock,” she said.

CONTACT US

ENDEARING EXCHANGE

I’ve always been a fan of Julia Roberts’s

style and spirit. Reading the June cover

story interview [“Q&A Julia”] felt like

catching up with an old friend. She’s as

mellow as a good cup of coffee and as deep

as its color. If I were having lunch with

her, I’d be so engrossed that I would forget

to eat! Quality conversation is a reason to

let food go cold.

—ROBERTA WILSON, Chicago

BACK TO THE SOURCE

I was disappointed that you featured

artisan-inspired jewelry instead of artisan-

made jewelry in “Summer A to Z” [June].

The sale of fair-trade goods provides

education for underprivileged girls, clean

water, and higher incomes. It’s a growing

movement that deserves more attention.

—RACHEL JEWELL, Westlake, Ohio

SWIM FAN

Ashley Graham is my new hero. After

reading her tips on how to find the perfect

suit in June’s Great Style Has No Size,

I felt inspired. She reminded me that self-

assurance is always sexy and chic. Thank

you for spotlighting her. P.S. This letter

was sent while poolside. I’m feeling more

confident than when I arrived.

—HEATHER W. JONES, Orlando, Fla.

TO BE HONEST

Kudos to mom of two Kate Hudson for her

candid essay “Sometimes I Feel Like a Bad

Mom” [May]. As a mother of three, I feel

the pangs of mom-guilt she describes every

single day. I admire how she’s able to cope

with the difficult emotions that come with

parenthood and also to understand that she

can still be a wonderful mother no matter

where she is in the world.

—MELISSA BLACKMON, Clayton, N.C.

@karenmcnaughton613
Sunday morning
@instylemagazine and
chill #sundayfunday [left]

@sarahannemadden
She’s my favourite
#juliaroberts #classylady
#hollywoodwin
#strongwomen

@yulia_james
I love this actress more than
the rest of all the other
Hollywood actresses. She will
never cease to amaze with her
talent and beauty. #juliaroberts

@sherryratay
Love Julia Roberts ... and
she looks just FAB!

@ruralfashiongirl
She does au naturel
so well. When in doubt,
put on a crisp white
shirt. You can’t go
wrong. #juliaroberts

@kaylakittycat12
Love her #juliaroberts
#actress #celebrity

FAN GRAMS Your #InstaMusings on Julia Roberts’s seventh InStyle cover.

Join the conversation! Tag us on Instagram using the hashtag #InStyleMagazine with your reaction

Via email
Send a message to

letters@instylemag.com.
(All correspondence
may be published and

edited for clarity or length.)

Customer service
& subscriptions

Go to instyle.com/
customerservice, call

800-274-6200, or write
InStyle at P.O. Box 30606,
Tampa, FL 33630-0606.
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experience the luxury of couture:

42 curated couture shades

patent-pending curve-hugging brush

creates perfect color coverage.

introducing

only from

luxurious wear for up to 14 days

slip into salon perfection with 

an easy 2-step system.

no lamp needed. gentle removal.

America’s nail
salon expert.
Since 1981. 

explore more
@ essie.com

step 2:
impeccable 
gel-like 
shine

step 1:
lust-worthy
couture
color

gelcouture



Baywatch babe
alert! Chopra

channels her inner
lifeguard: “As an

action star, I’m
used to heights.”

When Priyanka Chopra
arrived at Long Island’s Jones

Beach, she kicked off her
Puma sneakers and hit the

sand in a pair of sky-high Jason
Wu heels. “Shoes are a girl’s

favorite accessory,” declared
the star, who also rocked her

own Simon Miller x Moscot
sunnies on set. Between

takes, the actress, who plays
a villain in the upcoming

Baywatch movie, used our
racks as shopping inspiration: “I

want to buy the light-orange
Hermès dress I just wore,” she
said. “I love it—I’m going to look

up all the colors it comes in.”

1

5

2

See behind-the-scenes video from our cover shoot at instyle.com/chopra

WHAT SHE WORE 1 Chanel Le Vernis Longwear Nail Colour in Ballerina, $28; chanel.com.
2 Hermès, fall 2016. 3 Fendi, fall 2016. 4 Gucci, fall 2016. 5 Shu Uemura Art of Hair Wonder Worker
Hair Primer, $33; shuuemuraartofhair-usa.com. 6 Velvet heels, Miu Miu, $850; miumiu.com.
7 Metal and polycarbonate sunglasses, Simon Miller x Moscot, $450; simonmillerusa.com.
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COVER CREDITS

gown Gucci. Photographed
for InStyle by Thomas
Whiteside. Styled by
Melissa Rubini. Hair Peter
Gray. Makeup Yumi Mori.
Manicure Maki Sakamoto.

THE SECRET TO

PRIYANKA’S

ENVIABLE BROWS

Chopra showed makeup
artist Yumi Mori her trick
for creating the ultimate
defined eyebrow. Here’s

how to get the look.

1. Comb brows upward
with an eyebrow brush.

2. Draw a soft line along
the brow’s base with pencil.

3. Brush brows back to
their natural state to blend
lines and create a full shape.

Anastasia
Beverly Hills
Brow Wiz in

Medium Brown
($21) and

Duo Brush
No. 7 ($18);
anastasia

beverlyhills
.com.

4 
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MAKEUP ARTISTS’ BEST-KEPT SECRET:

PRIME FIRST TO BOOST LASHES

INTRODUCING VOLUMINOUS PRIMER

NEW

■ INSTANTLY FULLER & LONGER LASHES

■ NOURISHES & CONDITIONS

■ WORKS WITH YOUR MASCARA

MASCARA ONLY PRIMER + MASCARA



OUR AUGUST COVER GIRL,

              PRIYANKA CHOPRA , PLAYS FAVORITES

…Wear one outfit
J Brand jeans and
an ATM T. I’m a

jeans and T-shirt
girl all the way.

…Buy one bra
La Perla.

…Have one
style icon

Audrey Hepburn.

…Shop at one store
Barneys. The

men’s section has
the best selection

of sunglasses.

…Carry one handbag
A Valentino

backpack. I love
being hands-free.

…Use one skin-
care product
MAC Green

Gel Cleanser.

…Spritz one scent
Trussardi Donna
eau de parfum.

…Indulge in
one spa treatment

What’s the
longest massage

you can get?
I’ll take that.
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…Apply one mascara
YSL. Thank God

for mascara.
Yves Saint Laurent

Mascara Vinyl
Couture, $29;

yslbeautyus.com.

…Purchase one
beauty product 

from a drugstore
Maybelline
Baby Lips.

…Read one author
I’m such a book-
worm. I recently
bought a bunch
of vintage Jane

Austen novels at a
little bookstore in

Savannah, Ga.

…Pick one flower
White lilies. They
smell so delicious.

…Do one workout
Ugh! Please don’t

make me.

…Order one drink
Red wine, for

sure. When I’m
not playing Alex
Parrish, I channel

Olivia Pope.

IF I

COULD

ONLY...

Marni sweater

and trousers.



EYES THAT WON’T SHOW YOUR AGE

#AGELESS

NEW Olay Eyes. A collection to fight the look of every eye concern: 

Brighten, Depuff, Li�, Smooth, or Ultimately, all of it.
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FERNANDA LY MODEL WEARS A 3.1 PHILLIP LIM SUIT.



BRAND-NEW ARRIVALS AT SUPER-SALE PRICES.

All for you—but not for long. 

Sale starts July 22. Prices go up August 8.

RHI BLOSSOM ACTRESS/ARTIST/ACTIVIST WEARS A T BY ALEXANDER WANG TANK.

SHAZAM TO SEE THE DEALS.
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STYLE AMBASSADOR Tai Beauchamp
EXECUTIVE STYLE CORRESPONDENT Dana Avidan-Cohn

MARKETING DIRECTOR Peter Cowles

SENIOR CREATIVE DIRECTOR, MARKETING Emily DeSear
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DIGITAL PRODUCTION Nicole De La Rosa

SENIOR MANAGERS, CREATIVE SERVICES Becky Brown, Kathryn Connolly
ASSOCIATE MANAGER, CREATIVE SERVICES Jacqueline Barba

ASSOCIATE DIGITAL CONTENT PRODUCER Liana Gergely

SPECIAL EVENTS DIRECTOR Rachael Shaw Greto
SENIOR MANAGER, EVENT MARKETING Christina Hardy

DIGITAL ADVERTISING
ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR, DIGITAL SALES PLANNING Krissy Fitzpatrick

ASSOCIATE MANAGERS, DIGITAL SALES PLANNING Alyssa Barricelli, Tara Buchalter, Joanne Jantzen

AD OPERATIONS ASSISTANT MANAGER Lauren Crawford

EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR, DIGITAL TECHNOLOGIES Eric Soll
WEB DEVELOPER Nihada Bahto

PANTENE 3 MINUTE MIRACLE

A deep conditioner that melts into

hair, leaving nothing but smooth.

©2016 P&G



MAKE YOUR CURLS SO STRONG*

THEY’RE PRACTICALLY FRIZZ-FREE

WITH pantene’S PRO-V SYSTEM.

strong is 
*strength against damage. ©2016 P&G

strong is
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Snakeskin and calf-
leather bags,

Burberry, $2,495
each; burberry

.com.

CREDIT TK

Burberry’s
Patchwork
bag is like a

snowflake—no
two are alike.

Each features a
clash of python-
print snakeskin,

embossed suede,
and the brand’s
signature check

on an extra-wide
grommeted strap
that’s more punk

than posh.
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Fashion director Melissa Rubini
spotted Kathleen Whitaker’s

jewelry on Instagram and fell in
love with the duality of the

(literally) rock-chic designs. She
even used Whitaker’s rings and
earrings to style Jessica Alba for

our July cover story.
14kt gold earrings with chalcedony (left, $2,475)

and 14kt rose gold earrings with tourmaline (above,
$1,965), Kathleen Whitaker; kathleenwhitaker.com.

PITCHER

PERFECT

Your Brita filter
gets its own
Cinderella

moment with
these hand-

blown–in–the–
Czech Republic

borosilicate
glass pitchers.

Glass carafe,
Fferrone, $160;
fferronedesign

.com.

COAT OF WARMS

The namesake line of forward-thinking
French designer André Courrèges
continues to honor its founder with

another innovation: heated outerwear.
This tailored overcoat has a slim-line

system that works like an
electric blanket.

Wool coat, Courrèges, $2,680;
at Bergdorf Goodman.



T H E  B E S T  S K I N  O F  Y O U R  L I F E  S T A R T S  H E R E

91% 
saw healthier-
looking skin*

saw improved 
skin texture*

90% 

experienced 
smaller pores*

82% 

Reveal youthful-looking, 
radiant skin overnight with 
Skin Perfecting 2% BHA 

Liquid Leave-on Exfoliant.  
This unique, non-abrasive 
formula exfoliates skin 
while unclogging  pores, 
diminishing the appearance 
of wrinkles and improving 
skin tone. See healthier, 
smoother skin every day.

GET YOUR $9 TRIAL SIZE TODAY
800.831.4088  |  PaulasChoice.com/trial

Also available at

*Results based on consumers who used the product for at least 30 days.
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The latest all-in-one foundation sticks from
Estée Lauder and Surratt Beauty pack formulas
that melt into skin so seamlessly, you can apply
without a mirror. Yes, really. Our beauty team
calls them the ultimate on-the-go essentials.
Estée Lauder Double Wear Nude Cushion Stick
Radiant Makeup in Bronze and Ecru, $40 each;

esteelauder.com. Surratt Surreal Skin Foundation
Wand in 6 and 14, $65 each; sephora.com.

YOU’VE

GOT MAYLE

After an extended
hiatus, New York

designer Jane Mayle
returns with a fall

collection of clothing,
bags, and jewelry.
Think structured

shapes and ladylike
details throughout.

Enamel and gold-plated
earrings, Maison Mayle,

$280; barneys.com.

DANCING FEET

Who says you need to wear heels to get dressed up? We’re all
about Chanel’s Fontana di Perle flats for work, weddings, and

everything in between. Let them add an elegant touch to your
LBD or elevate a classic white-T–and–jeans look.

Lambskin and
grosgrain flats with
acrylic pearls,
Chanel, $1,050; at
select Chanel stores.



IN ONE STROKE, COLOR PERFECTION
INTENSE COLOR GLIDES ON LIKE SILK
BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™

LOREALPARISUSA.COMBarbara Palvin

 

SILKISSIME
BY INFALLIBLE

PENCIL LINER 

IN 10 INTENSE SHADES

LASTS UP TO 
16 HOURS

ULTRA-SMOOTH 
AND SILKY

©2016 L’Oréal USA, Inc.
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MATCH

POINT

Speak softly and carry a
big matchstick. (Isn’t that how
the phrase goes?) Nearly 8 inches
long, this oversize brass matchbox
makes for an uncommon hostess gift
and a whimsical conversation piece.
Brass matchbox sleeve (matches included),
Aerin, $375; available in August at aerin.com.

TRAIL

BLAZER

Close your eyes
and imagine the

perfect blazer. Is it
a slightly feminine

take on a traditional
menswear design

made in Milan?
Sounds like a piece

from Blazé, a
blazer-only line

created by three
former stylists from

Elle Italia.
Wool blazer, Blazé

Milano, $1,231;
matchesfashion.com.

Crafted from sustainably
harvested bamboo, these
deceptively sturdy baskets
are woven with the same

technique used for
ornate birdcages.

4½-INCH
MATCHES

Bamboo baskets, Design Ideas,
from $36; designideas.net.
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FLASH BACK

Six of our editors had their worlds rocked
at a recent meeting by this light

luminizer—a gentle pat under the eyes and
over the cheekbones gave them all an

instant Saturday morning glow. (They have
since ordered their own tubes of this

miracle serum.)

DYNAMIC DUO

Tamlin’s delicate but impactful hinged flip ring reflects designer
Jessamee Sanders’s background in sculpture. Wear the sleek

bands together, slightly parted, or across two fingers.

J.Crew knows that personalizing your look is
part of what makes fashion fun. So it’s game on
with its new leather camera bag (i.e., a sophisti-
cated blank canvas) and the dozens of tags, coin

purses, and locks you can use to adorn it.

Sterling silver and
bronze double band,
Tamlin Jewelry, $220;

bonadrag.com.

Leather bag ($128),
coin purses

($30–$50), tags
($8–$10), and key
fobs ($12 each),

J.Crew; jcrew.com.

Guerlain
Radiance in a
Flash, $30;

bloomingdales
.com.
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SCENTS YOU CAN’T FORGET



Students who currently live in low-
income households in the United States

Times more likely these students will
drop out of school compared with their

peers from higher-income brackets

Average weeks lost in reading and
math skills each summer by low-income
students in the U.S. who aren’t involved
in off-season extracurricular activities

Percentage of Horizons graduates
who finish high school and go on to

college or professional training

VITAL STATS

Horizons National
(horizonsnational.org)

W H O  Allison Williams, ambassador

PA SS I O N  Helping disadvantaged
students make significant academic
gains during the summer months

If you look at childhood photos ofGirls

star Allison Williams, you’re likely to see

her reading books to a row of stuffed ani-

mal pupils. “I always say I’m an education

enthusiast,” Williams explains. “I feel really lucky about the opportuni-

ties I got. Filling my brain has always been my No. 1 priority.” So it’s no

surprise that she’s committed to making sure everyone gets the same

chances that she did. As an advocate for the learning-focused nonprofit

Horizons, Williams brings attention to what’s called the summer slide.

“The lack of school engagement for low-income students during summer

vacation can be detrimental to their education,” Williams says. “Kids

whose families can’t afford enriching summer experiences or camp pro-

grams tend to lose ground over the summers, although the curriculum

assumes they’ll continue to grow.” In July and August, Horizons runs six-

week programs on high school and college campuses for pre-kindergartners

to 12th-graders so they can avoid a decline in academic momentum.

“Over the course of five years, those summer breaks can cause children

to fall behind two years,” Williams says. “But Horizons erases that learn-

ing loss and puts students about two months ahead in reading and math

when they get back to school in the fall.”

How She Got Involved Her mother chairs the national board,

but Williams also went to school with Horizons students at New Canaan

Country School, in Connecticut; she saw firsthand how transformative

the program was for her classmates. “One of the craziest inequities I can

imagine is the circumstances you’re born into determining what you can

make of your academics,” Williams says.

Why It Matters The classes empower students to develop new skills

and overcome fears. Williams is especially impressed by the mandatory

swim lessons. “Water is something many students are afraid of,” says

Williams. While swimming might seem like recreation, it can be valuable

for alumni. “We had one girl who got a job as a junior lifeguard when she

was 15, which meant she had an income,” Williams says. “Another alum

got a full swim scholarship to college. Once kids realize they can conquer

the deep end of a pool, they gain confidence in other areas.”

What You Can Do Ask schools in your community to host a summer

program, or donate at horizonsnational.org/support. In lieu of a wedding

registry for her 2015 nuptials to entrepreneur Ricky Van Veen, Williams

asked her guests to contribute to the organization and used the funds to

open a Horizons chapter in Austin, Texas. —CHERYL BRODY FRANKLIN

Williams with a Horizons student for the
charity’s National School visit at the Philip’s

Academy Charter School in Newark, N.J.
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See the skin you want in the morning
with a DOUBLE CLEANSE tonight.

Nothing does more for clear, healthy skin than the 
Neutrogena®  Double Cleansing Method.
Because it pairs the right combination of products
to make all the difference in your skin.

2STEP1STEP

Neutrogena® Deep Clean® Gentle Scrub
works below the surface to remove impurities.
The Beta Hydroxy formula is clinically proven to 

penetrate pores. And helps rid your skin of trapped 

dirt and oil that can lead to breakouts.

See what’s possible.

Discover your best skin at doublecleansing.com

Neutrogena® Makeup Remover Cleansing Towelettes
give you a complete surface clean. 
Each towelette has 7 different makeup removers and is proven 

to sweep away 99.3% of stubborn makeup. So now skin is 

ready for an effective deep cleanse.  
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Professional driver on closed course. Do not attempt. Prototype shown with options. Production model will vary. ©2016 Toyota Motor Sales, U.S.A., Inc.

With an available sport-tuned suspension, Camry can handle the boldest of wishes.

“ MY WISH IS TO BE A 

HOLLYWOOD STUNT DRIVER.”
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BEFORE STARTING

OUT IN TODAY’S

INCREASINGLY

DISRUPTED AND

COMPETITIVE

FASHION INDUSTRY,

IT PAYS TO DO YOUR

HOMEWORK. MEET

THE DESIGNERS

OF SEVEN LABELS

MOST LIKELY

TO SUCCEED

BY ERIC

WILSON

It might seem as
though the red-hot

label Monse came
out of nowhere,
but its creators,

Fernando Garcia
and Laura Kim, have
spent years working
behind the scenes in

the fashion world.
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“Webelievethecoolest

girlat theparty is the

onewholooks like it

tookherfiveminutes

to get ready,” saysFer-

nandoGarcia.WhenheandLauraKimleft

Oscarde laRenta to strikeouton their own

last year, nooneknewquitewhat toexpect,

but everyonepaidattention.That’s because

during their timeatOscar (12years forher,

mostrecentlyasdesigndirector; six forhim,

wherehewas lastaseniordesigner), theduo

developedrelationshipswithkey stylists,

editors, andbuyers, all eager togive thema

chance.Kimalso creditsAlexBolen,CEOof

delaRenta, formakinghersit throughweekly

departmentmeetingswhereunsexymatters

ofsalesandproductionwerediscussed. “I

mostlydoodled, but someof itmusthave

rubbedoff,” shesayswitha laugh.Their label,

calledMonse (“MOHN-sah”) afterGarcia’s

mom’s givenname, features slightly surreal

interpretationsofdresses festoonedwith

extraneous shirt sleeves andskewedbutton-

fronts—differentbutnot fussy. (The linewas

suchasensationthatCarolinaHerrerahired

themtoconsult forher label too.)

PiotrekPanszczyk

andBeckettFogg

broke throughwith

aT-shirt.When

theystartedArea

after earninggraduatedegrees fromPar-

sonsSchoolofDesign, theyknewthat

runningoutof cashwhileproducing their

collectionswasamajor risk. So inaddi-

tion todaring clothes for extroverts (it

wasnot lost on themthat their label

shares anamewithN.Y.C.’smostdeca-

dentnightclubof the ’80s), theyaddeda

simple, oversizeTwithanembossed,

dimpledpattern. In just over ayear, they

soldmore than2,000of the shirts at

OpeningCeremony, giving themasmall

financial cushion toexperiment.Now

they focusondevelopingnewtextiles,

suchasmaterialby fabricmanufacturer

Dropel thatwicksawayall liquidstains.

“Theindustry issosaturatedthatwehad

tocreatesomethingthatwas instantly

recognizable,”Foggsays. “We’re literally

puttingourstampontheclothing.”Their

fall collection’shard-core femininity,

Panszczyksays, camefromnailart,drag

costumes,andanythingover-the-top,

withresults likeacrystal-fleckedsuitand

apinkdresswornbyBellaHadid,no less.

“Maybe it’sgoodthere’sabitofashake-

up,”Panszczyksays. “Noweveryoneis

thinkingaboutwhytheydowhattheydo.”

She was one of
India’s biggest models,
not to mention Miss India
2006, but Neha Kapur
Nayyar’s true calling is
design. Launching for fall

with a Moda Operandi exclusive, Hensely is a
concept that transcends seasons and expectations.
“The question from Day 1 has been how can
we make this a best-kept secret but also have it
in the eyes and minds of anyone who wants to
experience it,” says Kapur, who now lives in Los
Angeles with her husband, The Big Bang Theory’s
Kunal Nayyar. Kapur’s minimalist styles telegraph
a subtle luxury, beginning with cashmere and silk
wraps and parachute dresses rendered in earth
tones. Her tailoring skills can be seen in a dress
shirt with cuffs designed to fall just below the
thumb, an elongated silhouette that flatters in
movement. This won’t stay a secret for long.
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JaneSiskinhas theMidas touch in

sportswear,havingplayedcrucial

roles at 7 forAllMankindand

LaRok.Forher latest act, called

CinqàSept tobring tomindcocktail hour, Siskin is going

a littlemorepolishedandpricier. “Fiveyears ago, people

shopped for sport,”Siskinsays. “Nowthey thinkcarefully

about eachpurchase, so it has tobe something that

evokes emotion.”Cinq àSept’s tactic is to take thework

out of looking street-style-ready. Beyond trendy slip

dressesandbombers, some itemscome“pre-styled,” like

ablack jumpsuitwithawhiteblouseattached,oranarmy

surplus jacketalreadydecoratedwithpinsandpatches.

BonnieYoung

becameadesigner

becauseofparkingtickets.Asa freshman

atCornell inthe ’80s, shegotsomany,she

neededasummerjob“somydadwouldn’t

takemycar away,” she says. “I spentmy

summers inRalphLauren’s studio.”Then

shebecameDonnaKaran’s eyes andears

for 15years—“Donnagavemethefreedom

toexplore,notonly forherbutalso formy-

self,” shesays—and in2007Youngstarted

aluxurycollectionforkidscalledByBonnie

Young.Her leatheranoraksandcashmere

jumpsuits for fashion-plateprodigies

becamesuchahit

thatmanygrown-

upssqueezed into

the largestsizes.

This fall seesa full

women’s lineof

“wearableclothes

thatarestill

unique,”shesays.

Ashearling jacket

is reversible, a

sharply tailored

blazercomeswith

puffy, bullfighter-

inspiredsleeves

thatpulloff, and

a slickpair of

low-cut trousers

transforms into

high-waist pants

with theaddition

ofacummerbund.

When Mijia Zhang and Wei Lin met as
roommates in N.Y.C., they knew they had made
a match since their styles were so in sync. So

Lin, working at Deloitte Consulting, returned to her family’s
knitwear company in China with an idea: “As labor becomes more
expensive in Asia, I thought it was time we had our own label,”
she says. She launched PH5 and hired Zhang, who was a color
designer at Nike, to come up with something that could compete
with famous brands. The name refers to the pH scale in chemistry

that measures acidity or basicity on a scale of 1 to 14. As a pH of 7 is neutral, Lin and Zhang
went with 5 to suggest the designs would be just a little bit wild but definitely not basic.
While that association might be lost on most customers, the pieces speak for themselves,
with mod lines and cloud-like patterns floating on knits that resemble athletic mesh.

After 18
years at Elie

Tahari, Kobi Halperin started a
signature collection of intriguingly
graceful yet easy-to-wear clothes
inspired by world cultures. Decorative
blouses and crisp blazers typify his
approach of “making the philosophy
of eveningwear wearable every day.”
He attributes his success to a smart
ratio of value to design, something
he learned from Tahari. “Many of us
can be stuck in our egos, but when
you work for others, you are forced
to listen,” he says. “Even today, I
listen—to the customer.”



O V E R  A  M I L L I O N  H A P P Y

C L I E N T S  C A N ’T  B E  W R O N G.

60+ locations. Thousands of stylists. Over a million blowouts a year.

These are the products we use at Drybar - now you can too! 

Shop the full line at Sephora, Drybar and drybar.com.  #BlowoutsBringHappiness



by ERIC WILSON

JULIANNE MOORE

in GIVENCHY

HAUTE COUTURE

Boo, hiss! Of all the
scary snakes out
there, these terrifically
twisted cobras with
their shiny sequined
scales are most likely
to hypnotize. Thank
goodness artistic
director Riccardo
Tisci didn’t go with
boa constrictors.
Moore charms in sustainable jewelry
from Chopard’s Green Carpet
Collection, made with diamonds and
Gemfields-sourced emeralds.
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Dresses that appear to be slipping off the shoulders
reflect a natural evolution of the lingerie trend that has
swept through the spring and fall collections. Depending
on the degree, they can be sexy or just a tease.

JESSICA
BIEL
in Roland
Mouret

ANNA
KENDRICK
in Rebecca
Taylor

ROWAN
BLANCHARD
in Disaya

MARY
ELIZABETH
WINSTEAD
in David Koma

ROONEY
MARA
in Proenza
Schouler

CHLOË
GRACE
MORETZ
in Alexander
McQueen

GAL
GADOT
in Balmain



What does one wear to jury duty when called to serve
at the Cannes Film Festival? Kirsten Dunst rendered
judgment with a knockout run of winning cases.

In Marc Jacobs

In Dior
Haute Couture

In Gucci
In Schiaparelli
Haute Couture

In Maison
Margiela Haute

Couture

THE INSPIRATION Dunst’s silk pillar gown with
cascading lily-of-the-valley embroidery pays
homage to this look from Christian Dior’s spring
1957 haute couture collection, worn by a model
identified in the archives only as Denise.
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A key component of any physical fitness
routine is the right outfit, true? These prime
examples of athleisure chic are so buff,
they work better on the street than at the gym.

SELENA
GOMEZ
in Vetements

RIHANNA
in Gucci

GIGI
HADID
in Daniel Patrick

KENDALL
JENNER
in Chloé



*Greater improvement on fine lines.
©J&JCI 2016 

Results in 1 week 
with the supercharged, go-to anti-aging ingredient.

Neutrogena® Rapid Wrinkle Repair®

Clinically proven to visibly reduce fine lines and even deep wrinkles with Retinol,
the #1 dermatologist recommended nonprescription anti-aging ingredient.*

 
NEUTROGENA® ACCELERATED RETINOL SA. The best Retinol there is. 
Neutrogena® Accelerated Retinol SA is stabilized, so it won’t break down with 

exposure to light and oxygen. And formulated with delivery-boosting ingredients, 
it provides visible results fast. You’ll see younger-looking skin in just one week.

See what’s possible. For all the beautiful benefits of Rapid Wrinkle Repair,®

ask your dermatologist, or visit Neutrogena.com/Retinol
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HER 10 BEST EVER!

The peekaboo
panels and open-

back design on this
Kaufmanfranco

creation amazed
the actress. “My
premiere dress

defied the laws of
physics,” she said

on Instagram.
“@kaufmanfranco

you are using
some kind of black

magic.” (2014)

“Anna really likes to
mix it up right now,” says
Kendrick’s stylist Cristina
Ehrlich. “The silhouette

of this Altuzarra look has
a cool flapper-girl vibe
that we love, and the

layers of paillettes make
it eye-catching.” (2016)

Shortly after
she turned heads

on the Oscars
red carpet in this

curve-hugging
Atelier Versace

gown, Kendrick
grammed a shot of

herself indulging
in a burger at one of
the parties. (2014)

Kendrick channeled
the élan of the

French Riviera for
a busy day in Cannes,

which included a
boat ride on the

Mediterranean and
a duet with her

Trolls co-star Justin
Timberlake. Her
cap-sleeve Marc

Jacobs dress with
Soebedar pumps

and an M2Malletier

top-handle bag
epitomized nautical

chic. (2016)

“This look will
stand the test of

time,” says Ehrlich
of this Victoria

Beckham dress
paired with a

clutch and shoes by
Christian Louboutin.

“It doesn’t have
any bells or whistles,
but it’s a beautifully
made garment in a

beautiful color.” (2014)
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OUR FAVE

Before she took the
Oscars stage as her

Into the Woods

character, Cinderella,
Kendrick had a

fairy-tale experience
of her own in this
custom Thakoon
gown featuring a

Norman Silverman
Diamonds collar

worth $563,000. “It is
classic Hollywood

glamour, but the color
makes it fresh and

youthful,” says Thakoon
Panichgul. (2015)

“The embroidery
was inspired by

maharaja embellish-
ment but inter-

preted in a graphic,
new way,” says

designer Narciso
Rodriguez of the
dress the actress

paired with Stuart
Weitzman sandals.

“Anna looked
effortlessly cool.”

(2015)

“The Pitch Perfect

2 première was
a wow moment
for Anna,” notes
her stylist. “This

Stella McCartney
gown is elegant in
its simplicity. And
even though it has
a cutout, it doesn’t

look like one of
those trendy

dresses.” (2015)

For the Grammys,
the star wanted to
wear something

that was sexy in an
unconventional way.
“We tried on a ton

of suits in both black
and white before

we found this Band
of Outsiders one,”

says Ehrlich. “It takes
a village,” grammed

Kendrick as she
got ready that

day. (2015)

“It looked like she
was floating down

the red carpet,” says
Monique Lhuillier
of Kendrick, who

wore the designer’s
full-skirted tulle

ball gown (with Fred
Leighton ruby
earrings) to the
Golden Globes.

“I didn’t want to take
this one off,” the
31-year-old later

said. (2015)
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BLYTHE DANNER, in Max Mara, comple-
mented her outfit with a string of pearls

from her late husband, Bruce Paltrow, and
earrings from daughter Gwyneth Paltrow.

“I’m usually a get-dressed-and-run-out-
the-door person,” she said. “My daughter

definitely doesn’t take after me!”

AMY ADAMS, in Max
Mara, spent cocktail hour

catching up with pal SALLY
FIELD, also in Max Mara.

“She’s divine,” Field said of
the Oscar winner. “I can’t

get enough of Amy.”

SUSAN SARANDON, in
Max Mara, arrived wearing
a cast around her leg but
didn’t let the unexpected
accessory quash her spirit.

Guests dined on cacio e pepe
and branzino while taking in sweeping

views of Lower Manhattan.

Ultraexclusive! Max Mara produced only
400 of the first-anniversary-edition bags.

ALL
ABOUT

MY LOOK
“The timeless
silhouette of

this dress
makes me

feel instantly
ladylike, and

[my character
on Scandal]
Mellie Grant
has actually

been carrying
her Whitney
bag all season

long!”
—BELLAMY
YOUNG in
Max Mara

MAX MARA’S

WHITNEY BAG

CELEBRATION

At the Whitney Museum of
American Art in N.Y.C.

As the sun set over the Hudson River,
70 dinner guests trickled through the
Whitney Museum’s mod entryway to
toast a different sort of architectural
gem: the embossed-leather anniver-
sary edition of Max Mara’s popular
Whitney bag. Inspired by a floral detail
in a drawing of the museum’s founder,
Gertrude Vanderbilt Whitney, the bag,
housed in a rose-filled display case,
was the centerpiece of the evening, as
guests noshed on savory Italian dishes
in the eighth-floor café before heading
downstairs for an exclusive preview
of the Whitney’s portrait exhibition
“Human Interest.” “I don’t go out often,
but I couldn’t pass up the opportunity
to visit this amazing building,” said Sally
Field, as a rendition of Duke Ellington’s
classic “It Don’t Mean a Thing” played
in the background. “Handbags are such
special pieces to me,” added Amy
Adams. “Unfortunately, mine tend to
get cluttered with my daughter’s stuff,
so you’re likely to find Goldfish cracker
crumbs inside.” —JONATHAN BORGE





In DELPOZO
in New York City
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In GIAMBA
in Los Angeles

AGE 16. INSTAGRAM @kiernanshipka.
FOLLOWERS 260K. HOW YOU

KNOW HER She grew up onscreen as
the moody and quick-witted Sally
Draper on AMC’s Mad Men. Now, nine
years after her début, Shipka credits
the drama’s retro wardrobe with
shaping her personal aesthetic. “Being
on the show allowed me to find my own
style and express it in a big, bold way,”
she says. Next, she’ll slip into a more
contemporary uniform as a student in
a haunted prep school for the upcoming
horror film The Blackcoat’s Daughter.
SHOPPING MANTRA “Mad Men’s
costume designer, Janie Bryant, always
says that style can tell a story, so when
I get dressed, I really think about what
I’m trying to convey through my outfit.”
RED-CARPET RULE “I like taking risks
and trying wacky things that I wouldn’t
necessarily wear otherwise. It’s easy to
rough up a polished dress by pairing it
with Adidas or New Balance sneakers.”

STREET-STYLE STAPLES “My black
Elizabeth and James bomber jacket goes
with everything, and I’m always recycling
my Madewell overalls.” ONE-STOP

SHOPS “I order regularly from Net-a-
Porter, and I find the best vintage pieces
at Shareen in downtown L.A.” PARISIAN

FLAIR “I’m learning French, so I made it
official by getting a Clare V T-shirt that
says Masculin Féminin.” FOOTWEAR

FAVE “I hate constantly being in heels,
but I’m only 5'4", so Stella McCartney’s
giant creepers are perfect.” FASHION

FLASHBACK “I’ve been wearing a ton of
bell-bottoms because I’m obsessed with
the ’70s right now. There’s something
so chill about that decade.” ULTIMATE

ICON “January Jones has the most
effortless everyday style. I would always
ask who designed her shoes when I
was younger.” COSTUME KEEPSAKE “I
still have a pair of Sally’s go-go boots,
even though they’re too small. Shoes
were very narrow back then.”

In BOTTEGA
VENETA
in Westwood, Calif.

In Toronto

THE GO-TO: MOD MINIS

In MIU MIU
in Los Angeles

ST YLE
CRUSH

In DIOR
in Los Angeles

In GIAMBA
in Beverly Hills

In VALENTINO
in Palm Springs





The most elegant woman in fashion has been
making poise look divinely effortless for 35 years.
In reality, her success demands constant organiza-
tion, a meticulous eye, and the foresight to know
what’s next. “You can never rely on the past,” she
says. “You need to work for the times we live in.”

7 AM

8 AM

9 AM

10 AM

11 AM

12 PM

Tea Off When my husband, Reinaldo, and I wake up,
I have breakfast in bed. I’m having something that I really
love now: I call it the cappuccino tea. Because I don’t drink
coffee, I use English breakfast tea made with the foam
and cinnamon. Try it. You don’t know how delicious it is!
I have English muffins, and the dogs used to come in
with the tray and sit on the bed in front of me,
but these days I have only Marcus, a boxer who acts
like a poodle.

Ninety Percent Perspiration I have my atelier next to the office, which is the most amazing thing, because
I don’t have to send anything to be made outside New York. If I want to change something, it can be done in-house,
and watching my team gives me a lot of inspiration too. If the design doesn’t work, we just make another one.

Ten Percent Inspiration I still go
into the office every day. I have
fittings or an interview, but I work
on the collections almost all the
time, because nowadays they
happen every two or three
months. I have to be on top of the
whole thing, because what else
can I do? It’s not like I’m going to
sit in a dark room and think of an
idea. I have to have my imagina-
tion always working, and my eyes
open. It’s fun!

THE DIARY

YOU CAN’T SPELL “CHIC”

WITHOUT HER

Herrera’s latest handbag, the Baret, is named
for another intrepid woman, 18th-century
explorer Jeanne Baret. “It looks rich and
makes people dream they are going to

different places too,” Herrera says. Also new
from CH Carolina Herrera is a design

on bracelets and rings that twists
her monogram into a subtle

emblem. (The C is visible from one
angle, the H from another.) “You
don’t recognize it right away, do

you?” she asks. “I cannot go
around with a big CH all

over me.”

Leather bag ($1,420)
and gold-plated ring

($335); at CH Carolina
Herrera, 212-744-2076.
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DAILY MANTRA Whenever young women tell me they cannot have children because then
they cannot go to work, I say yes you can, if you organize yourself very well. Balance is
always in discipline. And I give them some very good advice: When you leave work, close the
door and don’t talk about it anymore until the next day, because you cannot bother your
husband, your children, and the people around you. Never talk about business at dinner.

MY TIME

LISTEN
I am a great admirer of

country music. I think it’s
fabulous. I love Johnny

Cash and Hank Williams.
I was in Nashville in

May, and I was amazed
when I saw they opened
the bars at 11 o’clock in
the morning with new

bands and singers
performing all over.

SEE
You have to go to the

Greek and Roman
galleries at the

Metropolitan Museum
of Art, in New York.
They are to die for.

Someone once asked
me what I would like to
have in my house, and I

said the statue of
Alexander the Great,

the one with no nose–
so beautiful.

VISIT
When I was 8 years old,
my nanny brought me to

the Prado, in Madrid,
and the first thing she
showed me was the

triptychs of Hieronymus
Bosch. There are so

many little figures that
I have never forgotten.
Every single time I’m
there, I go see them,

and this year is the fifth
centenary exhibition.

Staying Connected I speak to my four daughters
[Mercedes, Ana Luisa, Carolina, and Patricia] every day.
Patricia works here, and she’s been busy on the 35th
anniversary exhibition, so I see her more than the
others. We are a very close family. The girls are very
close. The 12 grandchildren are very close to each other
as well. I have four great-grandchildren, and No. 5 is
arriving in September. They come here all the time, and
the whole family gets together in December.

Head Space I walk around the reservoir
in Central Park every day for one hour in
the afternoon when I go home. Now it’s
better when it’s not so dark out. I walk
all the way, and sometimes I go up Fifth
Avenue to 120th Street. I think about
many things. It’s the best, because you
need silence in life, and to be alone is so
important because that is when you put
your thoughts together. Sometimes I
even use the time to pray.

Evening Obligations Of course, I go
out, but not every night. I give dinners in
my house. The biggest is for 12 people,
but I like to have six to eight because
then you can talk to everyone. And my
favorite evening is when I am able to
stay home. I read. I watch TV. Last night I
watched the series that I am in love with,
The Night Manager. I went to bed at 2 in
the morning, when I had seen all the
episodes I could.

MUSEUM QUALITY

Celebrating Herrera’s 35th anniversary,
Savannah College of Art and Design is
hosting a retrospective at its galleries

in Savannah and Atlanta through
September. “Refined Irreverence”

shows off red-carpet looks worn by
Taylor Swift and Renée Zellweger,

along with gowns so timeless you could
still wear them now. “I always say I don’t
work in the fashion business,” Herrera

says. “I work in the beauty business,
because I want the women who wear

Herrera to feel beautiful.”

Taking a stroll with five
of her grandchildren on

vacation in Maine



COME AND MEET INSTYLE’S BEAUTY  
DIRECTOR ANGELIQUE SERRANO AT  
NATIONAL BEAUTY EDITORS' DAY!

Where: New York City’s Saks Fifth Avenue store 

When: Thursday, August 4, 2016 Appointments are  
available between 4:00 p.m. and 8:00 p.m. 

How: Head to lookgoodfeelbetter.org/register to book a 
30-minute appointment with our beauty editor and one 
of your favorite beauty brands. What are you going to talk 
about? That’s up to you! For a $40 donation, you’ll get to dive 
deep into your biggest beauty questions, score exclusive tips, 
advice, and even a free mini-makeover! 

Why As if your free gift wasn’t incentive enough (yep, 
you’ll leave with a cool freebie from your chosen brand), a 
percentage of proceeds from cosmetics sales on this Beauty 
Editors' Day will go to Look Good Feel Better, a charitable 
program that benefits those suffering from the  
appearance-related effects of cancer. 

Portrait of Angelique Serrano by Serena Becker

PROMOTION

INSIDER
PRODUCTS, PROMOTIONS & EVENTS

DIAMONDS WERE ONCE A GIRL’S BEST  
FRIEND, AND THEN YOGA PANTS HAPPENED.

Luxury adventure travel blogger, Lesley Anne Murphy  
of The Road Les Traveled, shows us how to wear  
activewear anywhere and everywhere.

"The lines have officially been blurred between work and 
workouts, casual wear and activewear, flexible vacation 
days and flexible outfits. Tell me something. Have your yoga 
pants ever even been to yoga? Perfectly okay if not. And 
who needs a business suit to make things happen? Consider 
yoga pants and tanks the new power suit. I travel for a living 
and spandex is the new jean. Sitting on a plane for hours on 
end definitely calls for function - but not at the expense of 
fashion. Thanks to Calia by Carrie Underwood for sending 
along these pieces. I'm comfy, cute and ready for a walk in 
the park once I finally get to where I'm going.” 
–Lesley Anne Murphy, The Road Les Traveled 

Follow @lesleyannemurphy on Instagram to see all 
her travel adventures! Shop Calia by Carrie Underwood at 
dickssportinggoods.com
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WITH A VERSATILE NEW SWIM LINE AND

A “POP” SCENT FOR MILLENNIALS, THE

CONSCIENTIOUS CREATOR IS WIDENING HER

AIM TO REACH MORE WOMEN, AS IN ALL OF THEM

by ERIC WILSON

THE DESIGNER



tellaMcCartneyhas

a lot onherplate: run-

ways, redcarpets, a

newscent andswim-

wear collection, plus

designing those itty-

bittybriefs fordiver

TomDaley towear in

Rio thismonth.But

she stillmakes time

to talk toherbiggest

fans—her customers.

“Funnyenough, I justmetawomanwho told

mesheneverwears trousers,” thedesigner

says, calling fromavacation inL.A. “I

thought, ‘Really? IknowImakeat least one

pair of trousers for everywoman.’ I pride

myself onmytailoring.”Long story short:

Thatwomannowwearspants.

Looking at your fall collection, I was amazed

at the variety, from sporty jackets to sexy

lingerie. What has you in such a relaxed mood?

I tookaneasierapproachbecauseIwas

embracingwhat felt right,allowingall the

thingsIhaddoneovertheyearstocomeback

indifferentandrefreshedways.WhenI

startedmycollaborationwithAdidas11years

ago, itwasbecauseIdidn’twanttobump

intoafriendatthegymandbeashamedof

whatIhadon.Iwantedtofeel Icouldstillwear

those leggingsandsliponareallysexytop,

addasmokyeye,earrings,andaheel,andgo

out.That’s thewayit isnow:Sportswear,

fashion,streetwear—they’reallonething.

To me, the mark of a great designer is making

clothes that combine elegance with comfort.

You go further by adding ethics. What’s new

this season?Wecan’tgothroughall thiswater

orcutdownrainforests tomakeahandbag

anymore.Manyouterwearcompaniesare

basingtheirentirebusinessesaround

goosedown, thesourcingofwhichisextraor-

dinarilycruel foramaterialyoucan’tevensee.

SoIwantedtousetechnologytocreatean

alternativewithfeather-freepuffers thathave

thesamelightness,warmth,andcomfort.The

fashionindustryneedstoadoptdesignsthat

arenotonlybetter fortheenvironmentandfor

animalsbutalso justbetterproducts.

You have a sense of humor about yourself too,

like when you played the Snaxx song “Get Yo

Tofu On” during the show. Although, I have to

say, some of us Americans saw the flannel

prairie dresses and thought of Snuggies.My

bigobjective fromDay1,whether ithasbeen

fashionableornot, is tocreateclothesthat

womencanwear.Thosepieces justgiveyou

everythingyouneed.Inwinteryouwantto

coverupwhile feelingsafeandwarmandstill

saysomethingwithwhatyouarewearing.

Thosepieces, tome, tickedall theboxes.

Female camaraderie plays a role in all your

work. Why is that an important message to

send? Itmeansa lot tomeonapersonal level.

All Iwant todo ismakewomenfeelbetter

about themselves, give some information

whereIcan,andbringa littleawareness.What

Itrytodoeachdayis lightentheload.Fashion

doesn’t alwaysmakeus feelbetter about

ourselves—andcanactuallymakewomenfeel

worse.That’snotwhatI’maboutatall.

With the Olympics this month, how do you feel

when you see the British athletes competing in

clothes you designed? It is amazing. I am

theonlydesignerwhohasworkedwithevery

single sportwithin thegames. I’mhalf

AmericanandhalfEnglish,butworkingon

something likethat, theBritishsideofmewas

attheforefront. It’s funnythattherereally

isamomentwhenyoubecomeverypatriotic.
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FOOTNOTES

1. Go Bold
Taylor Schilling’s dress

at this year’s Emmys was
as bright as the sun.

2. Go Bolder
The hit Falabella bag
gets a shiny metallic

makeover this summer.

Polyester, $1,055;
at Stella McCartney,

212-255-1556.

3. Or Go Home
McCartney manages
to make even a cozy

blanket look chic.

“I’m the kind of
designer who

always works in an
instinctive way,”
McCartney says.

McCartney’s designs for Team Great
Britain include a coat of arms graphic.



From its carefree packaging (designed to slip into a bag) to its cast of
young ambassadors (Grimes, Kenya Kinski-Jones, Lourdes “Lola” Leon, Amandla Stenberg),

McCartney’s latest fragrance, Pop, is geared toward a new generation of women
with a floral-meets-woodsy blend of tuberose and sandalwood.

POP UPS To reach millennials on their terms,
McCartney wanted to connect the scent to some of her
signature fashion designs but in brighter versions. “I’m
not just hitting them up for some money,” she says. “I

am trying to create something that feels right for them.”

Eau de parfum ($72/1.6 fl. oz.), key chain ($165), and
sunglasses ($330); at Stella McCartney, 212-255-1556.

POP QUIZ:

KENYA

KINSKI-JONES

What’s your Pop
culture obsession?
Beyoncé.

Favorite Pop artist?
LadyGaga.

What makes you
go Pop?
Girl power!

“The whole idea is
being in the moment
and living your life.”

—STELLA MCCARTNEY

DIFFERENT
STROKES

McCartney’s swim collection uses
prints from her ready-to-wear, like

those fruits from spring 2011, and offers
lots of options. Her advice is to take

a risk and try them all. “There’s freedom
to mix prints and stripes,” she says.
“Just get what feels right for you.”

Rash guard ($295), bottoms
($140), and one-piece ($245); at Stella

McCartney, 212-255-1556.

SEASON’S GREETINGS

A sense of whimsy
is as key to McCartney’s

brand as being green
and cool. Hence her

runway invitations, which,
just for giggles, always

come with a toy.
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Kinski-Jones
studies up on
McCartney’s
fresh scent.
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VOLUME
PUMP UP T

H
E

Give your hair the volumizing boost it needs! It’s a 10 delivers 10 

multitasking benefits in every product designed to provide weightless 
moisture that nourishes and strengthens hair so you can spend less time 
worrying about your style going fl at and more time fl aunting your locks!

learn more at itsa10haircare.com

r e d u c e 
b r e a k a g e

a d d
v o l u m e

n o u r i s h
h a i r



FRESH SILHOUETTES
GIVE YOUR FAVORITE
JEANS A RUN FOR
MOST-REACHED-
FOR STATUS

photographed by

THOMAS SLACK

styled by ALI PEW

FALL 2016
DENIM

REPORT

Denim trenchcoat,
Christina Economou, $655;
christina-economou.com.
Silk georgette dress,
Mother of Pearl, $995;
shopbop.com. Leather bag,
A.P.C., $645; at A.P.C.,
212-966-9685. Sterling
silver rings with turquoise,
rutilated quartz, or red
jasper, Shahla Karimi,

$60–$195; shahlakarimi.com.
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The tough-enough material shows its sultrier side when fashioned into
a flouncy skirt or bustier dress. Also deeply feminine: lush velvet extras.

Above, left: Cotton jacket, Karen Walker, $500; karenwalker.com. Cotton lace top Rebecca Taylor, $425;
rebeccataylor.com. Denim skirt, Stella McCartney, $585; saks.com. Swarovski crystal and sterling silver–plated

rings, Vita Fede, $125–$305; vitafede.com. Velvet boots, 3.1 Phillip Lim, $695; 31philliplim.com.

Right: Denim dress, Creatures of Comfort, $365; creaturesofcomfort.us. Wool-blend top, Demylee, $175;
demylee.com. Swarovski crystal and oxidized silver-plated earrings, Dannijo, $245; dannijo.com. Silver-plated

bracelet, A Peace Treaty, $220; apeacetreaty.com. Swarovski crystal and gold vermeil ring, Erickson Beamon,
$393; at Erickson Beamon, 646-619-6837. Cotton velvet bag, Clare V., $245; clarev.com. Velvet mary janes,

Stuart Weitzman, $398; at Stuart Weitzman, 212-750-2555.

Crisp indigo
skirts and
trousers fall right
in line with
structured
military jackets,
all decorated
with a smattering
of top brass.
Opposite page, far left:
Wool-blend coat, Tibi,
$725; tibi.com.. Denim shirt,
7 for all Mankind, $229;
7forallmankind.com. Denim
skirt, AG, $148; agjeans.com.
Studded leather bag, Coach
1941, $595; at select Coach
stores. Silver earrings,
Sayaka Davis, $180;
sayaka-davis-online-store
.myshopify.com. Sterling
silver ring, Tara4779,
$140; tara4779.com.

Opposite, left: Wool coat,
Frame, $725; at Blooming-
dale’s. Silk and polyamide
blouse, Pinko, $398; pinko
.com. Denim pants, Hilfiger
Collection, $390; at
Tommy Hilfiger, 212-223-
1824. Sterling silver and
gunmetal-plated bracelet
(top), Vita Fede, $350;
vitafede.com. Rhodium-
plated bracelet, Laruicci,
$75; laruicci.com. Stainless
steel watch with leather
strap, Anne Klein, $65;
at Macy’s. Sterling silver
rings, Fortune & Frame,
$95–$115; fortune
andframe.com.
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Suits in the loosest sense of the term, these ensembles deal in a louche
’70s French aesthetic that paints matchy-matchy as positively cool.

Above, left: Cotton jacket, J Brand, $248; jbrandjeans.com. Polyester shirt, Banana Republic, $78; bananarepublic.com.
Denim skirt, Tomas Maier, $370; tomasmaier.com. Embossed calfskin bag, Elizabeth and James, $445; neimanmarcus.com.

Silver-plated rings, The2Bandits, $55/3; the2bandits.com. Men’s calf-leather belt, Upton Belts, $130; uptonbelts.com.

Right: Denim jacket ($455) and jeans ($295), Vanessa Seward; net-a-porter.com. Silk twill scarf,
Marc Jacobs, $95; marcjacobs.com. Sterling silver rings, Shahla Karimi, $95–$175; shahlakarimi.com.



LIFE IS A SPORT. WE ARE THE UTILITY. 

BE UNSTOPPABLE.



From Steve McQueen and Marilyn Monroe all the way to Alexa Chung
and Gwyneth Paltrow, the list of fans of this classic knit reads like a

who’s who of chic icons. And it’s easy to see why. Versatile and cozy,
the pullover feels distinguished without even trying, telegraphing a sort
of old-school New England prep. Throw in a heritage-inspired striped

satchel and you’re dripping in good taste. To dress up the combo,
try it with a skirt (either straight or flouncy), but if you’re going for a

more weekend-in-Nantucket look, pair with well-worn jeans.

G
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FI N D YOU R PE RFECT
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SWEATER Alpaca blend,
A.P.C., $355; at A.P.C., 212-966-

9685. BAG Leather with
bamboo handle, Gucci, $2,980;

at select Gucci stores.



GET IT RIGHT

Wary of wearing a
cross-body because
you’re busty? The

flatter the strap and the
thicker the sweater,
the less likely the bag

will dig into your chest.
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SWEATER Cashmere, Michael Kors
Collection, $1,295; at select Michael

Kors stores. BAG Sheepskin and
leather, Furla, $798; furla.com.

SWEATER Wool-polyester, Isabel
Marant, $860; at Isabel Marant,
415-781-0113. BAG Eel skin, Tory
Burch, $1,050; toryburch.com.

SWEATER

Cashmere, Tse,
$895; tsecashmere
.com. BAG Suede

and leather, Rebecca
Minkoff, $395;

rebeccaminkoff.com.

SWEATER Cotton-acrylic, 360Cashmere,
$207; 360cashmere.com. BAG Leather,
Vince Camuto, $258; vincecamuto.com.

SWEATER Cotton, L.L.Bean, $89;
llbean.com. BAG Faux lambskin and

suede, Cynthia Rowley, $125; available
in August at cynthiarowley.com.

SWEATER Alpaca, Brooks
Brothers, $698; brooksbrothers
.com. BAG Leather and suede,
Coach 1941, $650; coach.com.

SWEATER Nylon blend, Nautica, $268;
available in August at nautica.com.
BAG Faux leather, Circus by Sam

Edelman, $98; circusbysamedelman.com.

SWEATER Wool, Red Valentino,
$695; at Red Valentino,

702-737-7614. BAG Calf leather,
Bally, $1,795; bally.com.



after an innocent

“let’s grab coffee”

got you more 

than just coffee.

THAT JUST 
BRUSHED

CLEAN
FEELING 



INSTANT STYLE
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COOL-GIRL FLORALS

Turn a wisp of a dress into a surprisingly practical brunch
option by throwing it over a sporty knit and heading out
the door—well, not before slipping into a pair of sturdy
platform mules to ground the skirt’s floaty hem, that is.

Frill-phobes, fear not: There’s very little a black leather
moto jacket can’t instantly toughen up, and head-to-toe
microblooms are no exception. Trade heels for a kicky

sneaker-loafer hybrid to make the mood even less precious.

FLORAL BLOUSE AND PANTS Silk blouse ($325) and crêpe-satin
pants ($495), Tory Burch; toryburch.com. JACKET Leather, Armani

Exchange, $500; armaniexchange.com. EARRINGS Enamel, Plexiglas,
freshwater pearl, and gold plate, Lizzie Fortunato, $175; hampden

clothing.com. BAG Patent leather with tassels, Paule Ka, $600; pauleka
.com. WATCH Stainless steel, Tommy Hilfiger, $195; tommy.com for

stores. SLIP-ONS Leather, Cole Haan, $170; colehaan.com.

FLORAL DRESS Silk, Mother of Pearl, $795; ikram.com.
SWEATER Rayon, Express, $40; express.com.

NECKLACE Cubic zirconia and gold plate, Kendra Scott,
$80; kendrascott.com. RING Brass, Luiny, $48; luiny.com.

BAG Embossed nubuck, Diane von Furstenberg, $298; saks.com.
MULES Suede, Nine West, $89; ninewest.com.
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Texture is everything when it comes to elevating creature
motifs. Proof: A leopard mini leans more luxe when rendered

in calf hair and set off by a sumptuous suede jacket. Finish
the leggy look with mod ankle boots that boast a not-too-

sexy heel and stride straight into date night.

Mixing prints of different species can be tricky, but jungle
cats and zebras become fast friends when brought together

by a similar hue. Speaking of color, try an offbeat palette,
such as blues and reds, for a fabulously fresh approach. Just

keep the rest relatively neutral to tame all that wildlife.  

ANIMAL PRINT

BAG
Leather, Massimo

Dutti, $180;
massimodutti.com.

RINGS
Faux stone and

gold tone,
Forever 21, $5–$7;

forever21.com.

BAG
Leather and

canvas, Vince
Camuto,

$198; vince
camuto.com.

SKIRT
Cotton blend,

Rodebjer, $525;
rodebjer.com.

SUNGLASSES
Acetate,

G-Star, $175;
g-star.com.

SKIRT
Calf hair, J.Crew,
$895; jcrew.com.

HEELS
Velvet, Sam Edelman,

$150; net-a-porter.com.

SUNGLASSES
Plastic,

Diane von
Furstenberg,

$148;
dvf.com.

EARRINGS
Sandstone, howlite,
and gold plate, Lele

Sadoughi, $155;
lelesadoughi.com.

ANKLE BOOTS
Patent leather,

Stuart Weitzman,
$565; at Stuart

Weitzman,
212-750-2555.

BLOUSE
Silk

georgette,
Jill Stuart,

$378;
jillstuart

.com.

JACKET
Suede,
Banana

Republic,
$448;
banana
republic

.com.

SWEATER
Wool blend, Brooks

Brothers, $328;
brooksbrothers.com.

WATCH
Rose gold
plate with

leather
strap,
Fossil,
$135;
fossil
.com.

BLOUSE
Silk, Tucker,

$195;
tuckernyc

.com.

NECKLACE
Jade, glass

bead, thread
tassels, and

brass, Ora-C,
$98; ora-c

.com.
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A strapless peplum top before sundown? Totally fine. Just
wear it over a silky ivory-colored shirtdress and sweeping

wide-leg pants for an outfit that’s as elegant as it is
inventive (and elongating—wow). Throw on a pair of louche

mules and treat yourself to a leisurely glass of pinot gris.

Slip dresses are shedding their after-hours-only status—and
their strictly ’90s reputation—thanks to some creative

layering. The key is to choose a sweater with minimal bulk to
avoid any lumps and bumps. Keep the lingerie-like vibes of
black silk going by working in something—anything—velvet. 

EVENING FOR DAY

SHIRTDRESS
Silk-viscose,

Halston
Heritage, $345;

halston.com.

BAG
Leather,

OAD
New York,

$295;
oadnew

york.com.

SUNGLASSES
Acetate, Grey

Ant, $345;
neiman

marcus.com.

BAG
Embossed

leather,
Etienne

Aigner, $425;
etienne

aigner.com.

JEWELRY
Cubic zirconia

and gold-
plated bangle

($88) and rings
($68–$88),

Rachael
Ryen; rachael

ryen.com.

PANTS
Viscose-silk,
Boden, $198;

bodenusa
.com.

TOP
Polyester

blend, Elizabeth
and James,

$295; net-a-
porter.com.

DRESS
Silk, Josie Natori,
$295; natori.com.

TOP
Lurex, Opening

Ceremony,
$295; opening
ceremony.com.

EARRINGS
Silver plate,

R.J. Graziano,
$30; rj

graziano.com.

RINGS
Silver plate,
Uno de 50,
$89–$109;
unode50

.com.

HEELS
Velvet,

L.K.Bennett,
$345; us.lk

bennett.com.

SLIDES
Embossed leather,

Michael Michael
Kors, $135; at select

Michael Kors
Lifestyle stores.
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Swap your blazer for a bomber next Friday morning and
notice how much more relaxed your day feels. But if you add

like-minded trousers in a smart check, you’ll appear no
less in charge. An all-business belt bag puts much-maligned

fanny packs back on the map with newfound polish.

A scoop neckline here, a flouncy hem there—just a
couple of feminine touches can send traditional notions of

suiting (read: stuffiness) out the window. And for those
who like a little tummy camouflage, the top’s flattering
Empire waist makes for an excellent business partner.

MENSWEAR MOTIFS

BELT BAG
Faux leather,
Matt & Nat,
$95; matt

andnat.com.

TROU-
SERS
Wool,

ICB, $545;
icbnyc

.com for
info.

CAMISOLE
Wool–silk,

Club
Monaco,
$130; club
monaco

.com.

SKIRT
Wool-elastane,
Hellessy, $780;
hellessy.com

for stores.

WATCH
Brass with

leather
strap,

Larsson &
Jennings,

$360;
larssonand

jennings
.com.

JEWELRY
Sterling silver

earrings ($375)
and ring (below,

$185), K/ller
Collection;

kllercollection
.com.

TOP
Wool-

polyamide,
Milly, $350;
milly.com.

ANKLE BOOTS
Suede, Kendall +

Kylie, $190; available
in August at lord
andtaylor.com.

JACKET
Polyester-

viscose,
Tracy

Reese,
$348;

tracyreese
.com.

PUMPS
Shearling

and
embossed

leather,
BCBG Max

Azria, $450;
bcbg.com.

EARRINGS
Sterling silver,
Beaufille, $265;

available in
August at Forty

Five Ten,
214-559-4510.

WATCH
Stainless
steel with

leather
strap, Daniel
Wellington,
$249; daniel
wellington

.com.

BAG
Polyure-
thane,

Zara, $50;
zara.com.
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The best uniforms are ones that require little thought yet
still look put together. Structured shoulders, commanding

stripes, and an array of gold buttons pass for daytime
dressy with minimal fuss on the back end. When you need
to turn the heat up a notch, break out the stiletto booties.

What happens when It girls pull rank? A magical mash-up
of classic (a high-waist, nautical-inspired navy skirt) and
quirky cool (Peter Pan collar, block-heeled mary janes).

Especially when peppered with pops of bold red, it’s an
ensemble that’ll navigate you from desk to double martinis.

MILITARY

RING
Leather

and rhodium
plate,

Rebecca
Minkoff, $48;

rebecca
minkoff.com.

BANGLE
Calf leather,

Les Petits
Joueurs,
$500; at
Elodie K.,
323-658-

5060.

SUN-
GLASSES

Metal,
Calvin Klein,

$246;
calvinklein

.com.
JEWELRY

Silver-plated
earrings ($295) and

ring (below, $115),
Marimekko;

us.marimekko.com.

BAG
Leather,
DKNY,

$248; at
select DKNY

stores.

HEELS
Calfskin,

Marion Parke,
$625; at

Neapolitan,
847-441-7784.

POCKET
SQUARE

Silk (tied on
bag), Turnbull

& Asser,
$105; turnbull

andasser
.com.

PEEP-TOE
BOOTIES

Velvet, Donald J
Pliner, $298;

donaldjpliner.com.

TURTLE-
NECK

Cotton,
Hilfiger

Collection,
$290; at
Tommy
Hilfiger,

212-223-
1824.

PANTS
Cotton,
Nautica,

$128;
nautica
.com.

EARRINGS
Czech glass bead,
ceramic bead, and

brass, Empire
State Finery, $55;

empirestate
finery.com.

BLOUSE
Lyocell, 7 for All

Mankind, $229; 7for
allmankind.com.

SKIRT
Wool, Red Valentino,

$895; moda
operandi.com.

BAG
Cowhide, Kate

Spade New
York, $358;

katespade.com.

COAT
Linen-
cotton,
Hudson,

$265;
hudson
jeans
.com.

NECKLACE
Gold plate,

Calvin Klein,
$120; calvin
klein.com.



FALL 2016 BAG REPORT

THE RIGHT BAG HAS THE
POWER TO MAKE YOU FEEL
INVINCIBLE—EVEN ON JEANS
AND T-SHIRT DAYS. HERE, 40 NEW
POTENTIAL FRIENDS TO OBSESS OVER

photographed by BRIAN HENN

Calf leather,
Givenchy by

Riccardo Tisci,
$2,690 (left)
and $2,490;
at Givenchy,
212-650-

0180.



Sling ’em, grab ’em, clutch ’em: Their dressed-up daytime appeal remains a constant.

Leather, DKNY, $578; at select DKNY
stores, dkny.com for info.

Embroidered leather, Tod’s, $3,025;
at Tod’s, tods.com for info.

Leather, MCM Worldwide, $1,100;
mcmworldwide.com.

Suede bag ($5,950) and strap ($900),
Fendi; fendi.com.

Nubuck and shearling,
CH Carolina Herrera, $1,500; at

CH Carolina Herrera, 212-744-2076.

Leather, Luana Italy, $378; available in
August at luanaitaly.com.

Polyurethane, Aldo, $60; aldoshoes.com.

Calfskin and calf suede, Boyy, $1,125;
modaoperandi.com.

Leather, Lanvin, $1,995; at Lanvin,
646-439-0380.



Sumptuous suedes and leathers
in rich shades bend to your everyday needs.

Calfskin, Boss, $1,095;
at Hugo Boss, hugoboss.com for info.

Suede, Madewell, $198; madewell.com.

Suede, Hayward, $925; haywardluxury.com.
Metallic leather, Céline, $2,500;

at Céline, 212-535-3703.

Suede, Jimmy Choo, $1,495; jimmychoo.com.

Leather, Dooney & Bourke, $595; dooney.com.

Leather, Louis Vuitton, $2,500;
available in August at louisvuitton.com.

Leather, Are Studio, $390; available in
August at thedreslyn.com.

Calf leather with tassel, Proenza Schouler,
$1,290; proenzaschouler.com.



With a sprinkling of anti-establishment touches—studs, grommets,
graffiti, chains—a sleek shape can challenge the status quo.

Studded leather, Furla, $578; furla.com.

Studded calfskin, Michael Kors Collection,
$1,550; at select Michael Kors stores,

michaelkors.com for info.

Leather, Banana Republic, $138;
bananarepublic.com.

From top: Lambskin
and tweed, Chanel,
$3,500; at select

Chanel stores,
chanel.com for info.

Leather, Gucci,
$1,890; gucci.com.

Calf hair, Dolce & Gabbana, $3,845;
at select Dolce & Gabbana boutiques,

dolcegabbana.com for info. Leather, Louise et Cie, $228; louiseetcie.com.



Old-school glamour meets next-gen
design at all the right angles for an inventive

riff on the classic vanity case.
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Canvas (left), Louis
Vuitton, $3,300;
available in August
at louisvuitton
.com. Calfskin,
Balenciaga, $2,395;
at Balenciaga,
212-206-0872.



What they lack in size, they more than
make up for in kicky, on-the-go personality.

Embossed leather, Kate Spade
New York, $498; at Kate Spade New York,

katespade.com for info.

Faux leather, Tommy Hilfiger,
$98; tommy.com.

Leather, Talbots, $139; talbots.com.

Studded leather, Coach 1941,
$450; coach.com.

Clockwise from top: Calfskin, Hermès, $6,050; at
Hermès, hermes.com for info. Leather, Prada, $1,940;
prada.com. Calf-leather and lamb-leather bag ($1,395)

and tassel key chain ($295), Altuzarra; barneys.com.

Calf hair and calfskin, Longchamp,
$775; longchamp.com.

Leather, Ann Taylor, $118; anntaylor.com. Leather, Marc Jacobs, $850; marcjacobs.com.

Leather, Giorgio Armani, $1,045;
at Giorgio Armani, 212-988-9191.
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ASK DIAN E VON FU RSTE N BE RG

When I reread my old diaries, I notice that I frequently write, “I am at a turning point.” It seems
like all I do is turn! The same is true for the seasons and, of course, one’s wardrobe. The trick
is to find the best friends in your closet—in other words, those perfect layering pieces, like the
sleeveless dress that works over or under your favorite sweater and the
leather jacket that goes with basic Ts. Change keeps life interesting.

LIGHTEN UP

YOUR LEATHER

A cream bomber
jacket, like my Valeria

version, offsets the
texture of cotton Ts
and sheer blouses.

Slip into a pair of dark
denim skinny jeans
and moto boots and

your weekend
wardrobe is complete.

ADD NEUTRAL BOOTS

Invest in a knee-high style
(or higher!) in tan or beige

suede. These shades
complement summery hues
and make a lightweight skirt

look appropriate for fall.
Microsuede boots, Chinese

Laundry, $130; chineselaundry.com.

1. A SHIFT DRESS A simple style
in a neutral color pairs well with
black tights, which will make getting
dressed effortless. Just add black
pumps and you’ll be ready to go.

2. A CHIFFON BLOUSE Wear it

alone tucked into jeans, or team it
with a classic blazer.

3. LEATHER LEGGINGS They’re
always chic, especially with a printed
dress or an oversize cozy knit to
toughen up your look.

DVF’S SEASONAL SHOPPING LIST

REVERSE YOUR

LAYERING STRATEGY

Here’s an easy way to take
your flirty dresses into

the chillier months: Instead
of putting a sweater on
top, try wearing a slip

dress over a fitted knit.

Leather jacket,
Diane von

Furstenberg,
$898; dvf.com.

KARLIE

KLOSS in

Louis Vuitton

Silk turtleneck,
Joe’s, $179;

joesjeans.com.



REPAIR UP TO 1 YEAR OF DAMAGE IN JUST ONE USE.*
DAMAGED HAIR? 

  *Reverses damage to hair’s smoothness with daily use, when using the system of shampoo & balm. 
**Damage-Erasing Balm Treatment $ Sales. Based on Nielsen data, 52 weeks ending 4/9/2016. 
   ©2016 L’Oréal USA, Inc.

#1
DAMAGED HAIR**

TREATMENT FOR

TOTAL REPAIR IN MINUTES

   RINSE-OUT RECONSTRUCTING BALM WITH CERAMIDE.

   RICH, LUXURIOUS FORMULA RESTORES SHINE, 

      SOFTNESS, SMOOTHNESS.

       BECAUSE YOU’RE WORTH IT.™

TOTAL REPAIR 5
D A M A G E - E R A S I N G  B A L M

E X P E R T  C A R E  F O R  D E M A N D I N G  H A I R

WITH ACTIVE 
CERAMIDE
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Ever wonder what’s really
inside a supermodel’s closet?
For ASHLEY GRAHAM, it’s all about
the classics. Here, she shares the
wardrobe essentials she won’t do
without—and neither should you

A collection of staples makes
it easy to mix, match, and
build tons of great outfits.”

POLISHED JACKET

Navy blazers are seasonless

and always make me feel

put together, even when I’m

wearing something simple

like ripped jeans and a tank.

Make sure you find a jacket

with a streamlined cut. I like

when the sleeves are fitted on

my arms, so I sometimes go

down a size.

PAIR OF

PERFECT-FIT JEANS

Everyone needs that

one pair of jeans that makes

them feel amazing. My favorite

is high-waist to flatten the

tummy and slightly cropped at

the ankle to show off my shoes.

Torrid has a tapered-leg style

that is affordable and slimming

in a dark wash for fall.

CURVE-HUGGING

PENCIL SKIRT

This is my must-have

skirt shape. Put it with a

jacket for work or a halfway-

tucked-in white T for play.

Either way, it’s always sexy.

CONVERTIBLE DRESS

I’m a girl who adores

dresses, and I know that

every woman has her go-to

silhouette. But if you’re down

to experiment, Monif C. has a

cool interchangeable style that

you can wear a million different

ways—strapless, halter, one-

shoulder, and even with sleeves.

SHOES THAT ARE

WORTH THE SPLURGE

Quality accessories,

especially shoes, can elevate

your entire look. I’m personally

obsessed with Manolo Blahnik’s

pointy-toe nude stilettos

because they elongate your legs

and look good with any outfit.

When I’m going casual, I love

everything Adidas, from Stan

Smiths to Yeezy Boosts.

On Graham: Escada belted jumpsuit.
Tomas Maier hoop earrings. All

other earrings, her own.

PO RTR A IT BY A I NG ERU ZO RITA

Rayon-Lycra dress,
Monif C. Plus Sizes,

$235 (1X–3X);
monifc.com.

Leather pumps,
Manolo Blahnik,
$595; available in
August at Manolo
Blahnik, 212-582-
3007. Polyester

skirt, Marina Rinaldi,
$500 (12–24);

at Marina Rinaldi,
212-734-4333.

Polyester-rayon
blazer, Roaman’s,
$60 (12W–32W);
fullbeauty.com.

Leather sneakers,
Adidas Originals,
$75; adidas.com.

Denim jeans,
Torrid, $59 (12–
28); torrid.com.





Credit approval required. Redeem miles for travel on any airline based on actual ticket price at time of purchase. 

Offered by Capital One Bank (USA), N.A. © 2016 Capital One

With Venture
®

 from Capital One, you earn UNLIMITED double  
miles on EVERY purchase. Then you can use your miles and book  

ANY � ight on ANY airline at ANY time.

NOW BOARDING
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THIS MONTH’S MOST IRRESISTIBLE &

POSITIVELY AFFORDABLE FASHION HITS

GIRL, MEET
(TOM)BOY

Block-heeled
ballerinas bring a
feminine touch
to Ts and jeans
without slowing

your stride.

M
IL

A
N

$35 Cotton
T-shirt, Madewell;

madewell.com.

$89 Velvet
ankle-strap heels,

Nine West;
ninewest.com.

$110
Plexiglas
earrings,

Yazbukey;
shopbop

.com.

$119 Get an additional 20%
off at instyle.com/deals

Microsuede heels, Charles by
Charles David; charlesdavid.com.

$38 Gold-toned
choker, BCBGeneration;

bcbgeneration.com.

$75
Cotton-

polyester top,
Topshop;
topshop

.com.

$45
Gold-plated
bracelet, R.J.

Graziano;
rjgraziano

.com.

$87–$92
Cotton-

spandex top
and shorts set,

Line & Dot;
thelineanddot

.com.

$96 Get an
additional
20% off at

instyle.com/
deals Denim
jeans, Mott &
Bow; mottand

bow.com.

$158 Leather bag,
Vince Camuto;

vincecamuto.com.

$128 Belted
denim coat,

Banana Republic;
bananarepublic

.com.
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BREATHING
ROOM

Air out densely
packed

opposing prints
with a neutral

piece, such as a
long gray vest.

M
IL

A
N

$60 Polyester-
cotton jacquard

skirt, Loft; loft.com.

$100 Faux-suede jacket,
Zara; zara.com.

$90 Suede mules,
Zara; zara.com.

$89 Get an
additional 20%

off at instyle
.com/deals

Cotton-spandex
trousers, Rachel

Rachel Roy;
rachelroy.com.

$115 Get an
additional 20%

off at instyle.com/
deals Resin collar,

Orly Genger by
Jaclyn Mayer;

jaclynmayer.com.

$79 Get an
additional
40% off at

instyle.com/
deals Cotton-
spandex pants,
The Limited;

thelimited
.com.

$25 Rayon-spandex cropped
top, Express; express.com.

$150 Metal and acetate
sunglasses, Derek Lam 10C by
Modo; modo.com for stores.

$140 Get an additional 20% off
at instyle.com/deals Jade, glass,
hematite bead, thread tassel, and

gold-filled earrings, Ora-C by
Caroline Pham; ora-c.com.

$95 Faux-suede clutch, Dune
London; dunelondon.com.

$199
Wool-

polyester
vest with

faux-leather
trim, Tart

Collections;
tart

collections
.com.

$40 Polyamide-
viscose top,

H&M; hm.com.

$128 Leather bag, Banana
Republic; bananarepublic.com.

$88 Raffia and leather key
fob, Kate Spade New York;

katespade.com.



Everyone under the sun is at risk for skin cancer. In fact, 1 in 5 Americans will get skin cancer in their lifetimes, 

yet only 20% wear sunscreen on a daily basis to prevent against this disease. Daily sunscreen use and annual 

skin exams can reduce your risk by 50%. Protection and early detection are the key to survival.

For sun safety tips and life-saving tools, like a free dermatologist skin cancer screening,

self-exam kit, and discounts on sunscreen products, go to

with participation from

ChooseSkinHealth.com

Kerry Washington knows skin cancer can affect anyone,
but everyone can take steps to prevent it.
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Take Summer Looks into Fall
WHAT TO LAYER UNDER AND OVER TO SLIDE RIGHT INTO CHILLIER WEATHER

Under

Cotton shirt,
Armani Exchange,

$80; armani
exchange.com.

Under

Cotton jersey
shirt, Kule,

$118; kule.com.

Under

Acrylic turtleneck,
ASOS, $41;

available in August
at asos.com.

Under

Viscose-blend
mock neck,

Banana Republic,
$58; banana

republic.com.

Dress

Wool crêpe, Jill
Stuart, $498;
jillstuart.com.

Dress

Silk, 3.1 Phillip
Lim, $595;

31philliplim.com.

Dress

Ponte knit, T by
Alexander Wang,
$325; alexander

wang.com.

Dress

Silk crêpe de chine,
Warm, $648;
warmny.com.

Over

Wool-cashmere
coat, Judith &

Charles, $895; judith
andcharles.com.

Over

Silk crêpe vest,
Theory, $375;
theory.com.

Over

Wool-blend coat,
& Other Stories,

$245; stories.com.

Over

Tencel-lyocell
trenchcoat, H&M,

$99; hm.com.

Undo a few buttons and scrunch the sleeves to reveal
a jaunty (though still thoroughly polished) striped shirt.
Finish with a sharply cut vest for an office-ready outfit.

Your legs will thank you for the extra coverage a tailored
wool coat can provide; plus, it brings sophistication to

a youthful silhouette. A white oxford keeps the look crisp.

Florals can absolutely work past sandal season: Just team with
a trend-proof trench (we’re currently loving a maxi length) and
pop a sleeveless mock neck underneath so you don’t overheat.

It’s all about creating a contrast between the light-as-air and the
cozy-as-heck. Start with a ribbed sweater—a ruffled collar feels
feminine—and top with a cocoon coat that cinches at the waist.
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FASHION DIRECTOR MELISSA RUBINI’S WEEKEND UNIFORM MARRIES GAMINE GLAMOUR

WITH RUN-AROUND PRACTICALITY. JUST PICTURE PEAK AUDREY HEPBURN (THOSE

STRIPES! THOSE SHADES!) BUT WITH AN ERRAND-FRIENDLY, HOLD-EVERYTHING TOTE

THIS MONTH’S PROJECT Buy into denim do-it-alls

Trends come and go, but basics always need refreshing. Rubini’s edit of essential blues goes way beyond jeans.

Cotton sweater, La Ligne,
$165; lalignenyc.com.

Leather loafers, Everlane,
$170; everlane.com.

Classic Shirt
Western, Levi’s,

$68; levi.com.

Chic Trousers
The Bianca, AG,

$198; agjeans.com.

Mod A-Line Skirt
Standard, A.P.C., $120;

at A.P.C., 212-966-9685.

Easy Jacket
Sturdy, Tomas Maier,

$750; tomasmaier.com.

Cute Kick-Flares
Nerd, The Great, $265;

thisisthegreat.com.

Acetate sunglasses, Givenchy, $495;
solsticesunglasses.com.

Corduroy pants, Mother, $215;
motherdenim.com.

Silk scarf, Gucci, $440;
net-a-porter.com.

Canvas and leather tote, Saint Laurent,
$795; ysl.com.







YOU SAW. YOU
CLICKED. YOU SHARED.

NOW FIND OUT ALL THE
BACKSTAGE DETAILS

ON INSTAGRAM’S MOST-
LIKED FALL SHOWS.
LEARN ABOUT THE

PRODUCTS AND TIPS
TO RE-CREATE THE

BOLDEST LOOKS FROM
THE RUNWAYS. (GLITTER

TEARS INCLUDED)

by KAYLEIGH

DONAHUE HODES

photograph by KEVIN TACHMAN
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AT BALMAIN
You want a complexion that radiates warmth and hasn’t a pore to
squint at? It may take a minute, or 20. “We devote the same amount
of time you’d need for applying makeup to massaging products into
the skin,” says Pecheux. To give models an ethereal glow, he buffed in
a water-based foundation then doused cheeks with highlighting
cream. After dusting bronzer below cheekbones, he swept a sun-
kissed powder onto the high planes of the face and dotted a light-
catching gold lipstick over the apples. If you fear your complexion
might crack under so many layers, take Pecheux’s approach: “I pretend
every drop of product is the price of caviar and I don’t want to spend
more than $1,000. That forces you to build light, transparent layers.”
TRY MAC Cosmetics Studio Waterweight Foundation in NW13 ($33) and
170 Synthetic Rounded Slant Brush ($35); maccosmetics.com. Estée Lauder
Revitalizing Supreme Wake Up Balm, $62; esteelauder.com. MAC Cosmetics
Mineralize Skinfinish Natural in Give Me Sun ($32) and 135 Large Flat Powder
Brush ($42); maccosmetics.com.

+ +

AT CHANEL
Karl Lagerfeld wanted his
models to be mysterious, says
makeup artist Tom Pecheux.
“As all the girls were wearing
hats, we thought it would be
funny to put a little veil around
their eyes,” he says. After
placing a piece of fishnet
stocking on each lid, Pecheux
used a brush to dab shadow
over the fabric. Consider the
result a modern smoky eye:
You can apply dark colors close
to lashes and light ones on the
outside corners, he says.
TRY M&J Trimming stretch fishnet
ribbon, $3/yard; mjtrim.com.
Chanel Soft Touch Eyeshadow in
Midnight, $30; chanel.com.

FOUNDATION HIGHLIGHTER BRONZER

PEOPLE

TOOK TO

INSTAGRAM

TO SHARE

THEIR LOVE

OF NEW YORK,

LONDON,

MILAN,

AND PARIS

FASHION

WEEKS.
(data collected from

February 10 to March 9, 2016)



Simulation of actual product 
results on lashes enhanced
with lash inserts.

Kemp is wearing New The Colossal® Spider Effect in Black.

©2016 Maybelline LLC.

Maybelline.com

Turn heads?
I make a point of it.

Bold, sculpted volume.
Extreme length.
Open your eyes 
to the spider effect.

NEW

®

Cone-shaped 
bristles grab and 
group lashes.

Liquid latex 
formula sets 
and holds.



AT BURBERRY
Models dazzled with what Burberry artistic makeup
consultant Wendy Rowe calls “glitter tears of joy”—you
know, what you cry when you win your Bachelorette

fantasy league. The key to looking cool, not kiddish, is
making the flecks appear “lived in,” she says. Rowe applied
charcoal shadow over lids and under lower lashes and
smudged kohl pencil into lash lines. To help the stardust
adhere, she slipped a touch of highlighter over cheekbones
before using a flat brush to press the particles below the
outer corners of the eyes. For a more conference-room-
ready effect, trade your sparkles for an iridescent cream.
TRY MAC Cosmetics Studio Eye Gloss in Money Honey, $22;
maccosmetics.com. Obsessive Compulsive Cosmetics Glitter in
Gold, $15; occmakeup.com. Burberry Effortless Liquid Eyeliner in
Jet Black, $34; sephora.com.

AT GUCCI
You spotted choppy bangs, flyaway waves, and rosebud
cheeks on the runway—but no doubt the fuchsia lips
left the biggest impression. “We wanted to complement
the collection, introducing the colors of the ’70s and ’80s
with a nod to the Renaissance era,” says makeup artist
Pat McGrath, who used a lip brush to apply matte lipstick
and then blotted it to blur the surface. If you’re feeling
a dark, rich stain for fall, McGrath knows how to pick
your best berry: “Peachier versions can help neutralize
redness in fair skin,” she says. “Look for a red-based
cream if you have a medium or olive complexion and
a blue-based hue to flatter dark tones.”
TRY Gucci Sensuous Deep-Matte Lipstick in Adrenaline, $40;
neimanmarcus.com.

AT ALEXANDER

MCQUEEN
Think of her as the Miss Havisham of the Insta-age. This
romantic, slightly eccentric woman “just took a menagerie
of objects from her dressing table and put them into her
roughly textured updo,” says Guido, hairstylist and global
creative director for Redken, who prepped models’ damp
hair with texturizing spray (Redken Wind Blown 05, $22;
ulta.com) before drying. He pinned up hair without a
precious thought: “We didn’t want it to look perfect.” Add
texturizer, fasten a rough knot, and sleep on it. In the
morning, loop a bobby pin through the clasps of a few
bracelets to secure them. “Use an odd number of pieces
and position them in places that feel accidental.”
TRY Rhodium-plated bracelets, Laruicci, $105–$138; laruicci.com.
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©2016 Maybelline LLC.

NEW

EYE CHROME

™

Emily is wearing New Color Tattoo™ Eye Chrome in Electric Emerald, Bold Sapphire, Silver Spark and Sharp Purple.

©2016 Maybelline LLC.

Heavy metal. 
I’m into it.

Metallic intensity.
Up to 24hr tenacity.
Saturate your lids 
in liquid chrome.

Maybelline.com
Get expert tips at



Bolder attitude?
I’m loaded with it.

To get lipcolor similar to Kemp’s, try New Color Sensational® The Loaded Bolds in Gone Greige.

Maybelline.com
Get expert tips at



©2016 Maybelline LLC.

hypercolor pigments + 
opaque base with creamy clay

with sumptuous 
honey nectar

Break the mold

#LOADEDBOLDS

One saturated stroke,
loaded with pigments.
Break the mold. 
Go sensationally bold.

NEW

THE LOADED BOLDS

20
pigment
loaded
shades

®
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JOANNE

FROGGATT

OLIVIA

WILDE

CIARA
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KAITLIN

DOUBLEDAY

CHRISSY

TEIGEN

TH E TRE N D

It’s time to play fast and loose with your hair. A pulled-apart
plait should take five minutes max to create, says pro Lona Vigi,

who styled Olivia Wilde. How to make the look more red-
carpet and less little-red-schoolhouse: Rough up the texture. Mist

strands with dry shampoo, then wrap small sections around
a 1-inch-barrel curling iron. Sweep your hair to the side and

quickly weave the bottom half into a traditional or fishtail braid.
Gently tug along the sides of the braid to fatten it a bit.

HOT ROD

Harry Josh Pro
Tools 2-in-1

Ceramic Marcel
Curling Iron
1 Inch, $175;

dermstore.com.



Adriana is wearing New Dream Velvet™ Foundation in Natural Beige. 

©2016 Maybelline LLC.

Maybelline.com/dreamvelvet

  

In 12 velvet-smooth shades.

TM

NEW

SOFT-MATTE HYDRATING FOUNDATION

Perfection? It’s 
what I dream about.

Now, a matte 
foundation that hydrates.
No drying. No roughness.
Just velvet-smooth 
perfection.

Our unique gel-whipped formula,
infused with water,
provides 12-hour hydration.

Creates a fresh feel as it covers.
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KERRY

WASHINGTON

GINA

RODRIGUEZ

NICOLE

RICHIE

TH E TRE N D

The hue is like your natural
lip color—stained with
watermelon sorbet. A sheer
lipstick gives you that dewy
look, but you can get the
same fresh effect by topping
your matte or satin formula
with a balm, says pro Carissa
Ferreri, who works with Gina
Rodriguez. To ensure an
even finish that pops against
your complexion, Ferreri
suggests priming lips with a
bit of foundation before
applying the juicy shade.

JUST DEW IT

Tom Ford Lip
Color in

Something
Wild, $52;

tomford.com.

SELITA

EBANKS

D
IO

R

ADELE



©2016 Maybelline LLC.

Light it up. 
It’s how I do it.

Maybelline.com
Get expert tips at

®

®

Now, targeted highlighting
to add dimension.
Discover the strobe effect!

NEW

ILLUMINATING HIGHLIGHTER
MASTER

/ enhance cheeks
highlight top of 
cheekbones

/ accentuate features 
illuminate center 
of face

/ brighten eye area
spotlight brow bone 
and inner corner

Creamy formula 
with micro-fi ne 

pearls

Available in 2 shades
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TR ANSFORMATION

“SHE CAN REALLY CARRY CLASSIC

UPDOS LIKE TWISTS AND CHIGNONS.

BUT I LIKE TO DECONSTRUCT

THEM A BIT TO CREATE A SOFTER,

MORE PERSONALIZED EFFECT.”

—ADIR ABERGEL, hairstylist

2007

2013 20142013 2014

2012
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2011
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2002
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2015

2009

2002

2008

2000NOW

Although the actress and Neutrogena

ambassador has that girl-next-door appeal

on lock, her appearance is hardly ordinary.

“I’ve worked with her for years and never

do a lot of makeup because her skin is still

flawless,” says pro Genevieve Herr, who

prefers to play up Garner’s green eyes with

contrasting purple shadow and blue liner.



PROMOTION

INSIDER
PRODUCTS, PROMOTIONS & EVENTS

ROCK THE LOOK

Feel confident in Demi Lovato’s Skechers Burst shoe.  
This platinum perfect style is super comfy with Skechers 
Memory Foam and will look oh-so-cool with jeans, leggings  
and skirts, too. #SkechersDemiStyle

skechers.com

KLONDIKE ICE CREAM BAR 

With 13 unique flavors, Klondike offers a variety of
chocolatey coated and ice cream loaded treats for 
everyone. Unlimited deliciousness in every bite. Try them all.

klondikebar.com/product/bars 

MAGNUM ICE CREAM 

Magnum Ice Cream, the only ice cream bar made with 
Belgian chocolate, introduces NEW Magnum Double 
Raspberry: refreshing raspberry ice cream, dipped in 
raspberry sauce and again in crackling, rich chocolate.  
For more information please visit 
magnumicecream.com

AVEENO

Used together, AVEENO® Positively Radiant® Skin 
Brightening Daily Scrub and SPF 15 Moisturizer make your 
skin look healthier and more radiant in just one week, with 
continued improvement for up to eight weeks.

aveeno.com 
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ou might want to be careful with that DVD—because

technically those imagesareconsideredporn,”Terry,my

melanographer, joked as she handedme the disc containing

my full-body Molesafe scan. I snickered uneasily. Since I’d

justspentthepast30minutescontortingmynakedbodyinto

astringofawkwardposes(“Nowturntothewallandsalute!”)

while she snapped pictures of every single one of my moles,

breaking the Internet with my middle-aged nudie pics was

not my most pressing concern. “Are you sure none of them

looked suspicious?” I asked.Terry smiled indulgently. “With

40moles, you’re awalk in thepark. Somepeople come inand

they’ve literallygothundreds.”

Assurances aside, it didn’t take long for Terry—or to be

more specific, the Molesafe questionnaire she adminis-

tered—to determine that I was “high risk” for melanoma.

Blue eyes? Check. Fair skin? Check. Several blistering sun-

burns both as a child and as a teenager? I’m afraid so. And

let’s not forget the “dark ages,” those four years in high

school whenmy friends and I would slather on baby oil and

lie out for hours after school (if I recall correctly, onemem-

ber of our squad used a reflector made of tinfoil to turbo-

chargeherUVdamage).Wedidn’t avoid thehourswhen the

mostdangerousrayspeaked,between10a.m.and2p.m.—we

stalked themas if theywereaKylieJenner lipkit.

At the time, it never occurred tome (or any ofmy friends)

that therewasanythingrecklessaboutourbehavior.Back in

the ’80s, when someone said, “Nice tan!” you didn’t shudder

withembarrassmentandswearyouworeSPF30.Youbasked

in the compliment. Conversely, in the dead of winter, when

my skin reverted to its natural coloring—a shade that can

bestbedescribedasboiledgefiltefish—Ifelt likeI lookedsick

(and the universe seemed to agree). Google “80s tanning

ads”andyou’llfindimageafterimageofmostlyblondwomen

sporting “savage tans.” Politically incorrect? Absolutely.

Hazardoustoapastywhitegirl’sself-esteem?Well,notifyou

could get your hands on some Tropical Blend dark tanning

oil. Or so suggested the prevailing teenage logic. For some-

one likemewhohas spent thebetterpartof20yearswriting

about beauty and skin care—and who has also seen her fair

share of sun spots and saggy skin—it’s hard not to cringe at

the ironyof the taglines. “BeautifulTanToday,YoungLook-

ing Skin Tomorrow,” promised one ad. Needless to say, we

now know unequivocally that the opposite is true: Ninety

percentof skinaging isactually causedby thesun.

“Have youeverused a tanningbed?”Terry asked.

“Uh-huh.”

“Has anyone in your family ever been diagnosed with

melanoma?

“Yes,” I said. “Mygrandfather.Hediedof it.”

I was 6 years old when my grandfather was diagnosed.

Like me, he had blue eyes and fair skin. As an orthopedic

surgeonatMontreal’sRoyalVictoriaHospital,hespentmost

ofhisdays inside.However, forone fullmontheverywinter,

he vacationed in Jamaica. “He never wore sunscreen,” said

RATES OF MELANOMA, THE DEADLIEST

FORM OF SKIN CANCER, ARE SOARING AMONG

YOUNG AND MIDDLE-AGED WOMEN.

EXECUTIVE EDITOR AMY SYNNOTT CHECKS

HERSELF BEFORE SHE WRECKS HERSELF

PH OTOG R A PH BY TH O M AS SL ACK
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As she explained the ABCDEs of melanoma (A for asym-

metry, B for irregular border, C for mottled color, D for diam-

eter bigger than a pencil tip, and E for evolving), Dr.

Alexiades-Armenakas combed over every inch of my body,

the obvious places (stomach, back, legs, arms, chest) and the

not so obvious (between my toes, along the soles of my feet,

under my nails, all through my scalp). The whole time she was

reciting the ABCs, my mind was processing what she said

through the prism of my scariest mole. “The mole on the back

of my arm is not bigger than a pencil tip,” I said triumphantly.

“It’s small. But it has asymmetry, an irregular border, and

three colors. So even though it’s less than 6 millimeters,

we’re going to want to check it, given your family history.

What concerns me is that one of the colors inside it is red.”

She looked at me with satisfaction. As a prospective mela-

noma patient, I was doing great.

“I’m almost sure it isn’t melanoma,”

she said, seeing the naked fear on my

face. “But this is a great opportunity to

image it and see how the device works.

It’s a lot of fun!”

Somehow, this wasn’t feeling fun

anymore to me, but I went along, corti-

sol levels whirling like a broken fan.

“See, it’s bouncing the wavelengths!

Now they’re going into the computer …”

A dark splotch flashed onto the screen. It looked like a black

starfish sketched by a 2-year-old.

“Good!” Dr. Alexiades-Armenakas said. “It’s only about 1

millimeter deep.”

“High disorganization,” I read.

“2.1,” she said.

“So we should remove this,” I said.

“Yes. We want the disorganization to be low, 0 or less.

From 0 to 9, it’s marching on its way. It’s 20 percent there.”

The doctor did a deep punch biopsy to remove my mole and

a 1-millimeter margin around it, explaining that you never

want to do a shave biopsy on a suspected melanoma because

you risk slicing into the tumor. “Staging is based on depth. So

if you cut a mole in half, you destroy that possibility.”

A week later Dr. Alexiades-Armenakas called. “Good

news,” she said. “Your mole is benign. What you have is a com-

pound melanocytic nevus, congenital type.” In other words, a

benignmolepresentsincebirth—exactlythetypethatturned

malignant and killed my grandfather.

As I thanked her and hung up the phone, I wondered what

would have happened to my mole if I hadn’t gotten a skin

check. It was on the back of my arm, a place I could see only

with a hand mirror. Without the scan, would I have known it

was there? And if Dr. Alexiades-Armenakas hadn’t cut a

chunk the size of a gumdrop out of my arm, how long might it

have taken that disorganized clump of cells to march the last

80 percent of its journey toward melanoma?

Luckily, I’ll never know. And now if you’ll excuse me,

there’s a Tory Burch rash guard in my shopping cart that

needs my attention.

my mom. “And he spent all his time in the water.” Indeed, the

one picture I have left of my grandfather was taken on the

patio at the Round Hill resort. He is wearing a white tuxedo,

his skin the color of a well-oiled chestnut.

His first melanoma developed years later, after he had re-

tired to Palm Beach. It started on his right cheek, where he

had a congenital mole—a nevus similar in size and appear-

ance to one he had surgically removed from my mom’s cheek

because he “didn’t like the look of it.” Medical records from

the time (1978) describe my grandfather’s lesion as Grade 4.

His doctor recommended excising a huge chunk of his cheek.

He opted not to do it, allowing only the mole and a narrow

margin around it to be removed. The melanoma soon spread

to his lymph nodes, his ear, his back, and finally his brain.

By the time he died, seven years after his initial diagnosis, he

had undergone half a dozen operations.

Needless to say, my grim family his-

tory eventually tempered my enthusi-

asm for the sun. I stopped sunbathing

in college and have been something of

an SPF vigilante ever since. But when I

recently came across a Mayo Clinic

study showing that melanoma rates

were skyrocketing among both young

and middle-aged women in the U.S.

(a spike researchers speculate may be

related to tanning-bed use), it got me thinking. Was I being

careful enough? Sure, I wore sunscreen every day, but when

was the last time I got a full-body skin check? I made a deci-

sion: Though I couldn’t undo the damage done by my teenage

baking habits, I could keep a close eye on it—a task medical

science has made much easier in recent years.

And so it was that I found myself standing in front of a wall,

wearing nothing but my birthday suit. I received my report

from Dr. David Polsky, director of the Pigmented Lesion Ser-

viceatNYULangoneMedicalCenter,sevendayslater.“Num-

ber of lesions requiring action: 0.” Phew! I briefly considered

canceling my follow-up appointment with my dermatologist

for a skin check. After all, I wondered, what was there to look

at? But the literature from Molesafe (call 877-665-3723 for

info) was clear: This technology—though helpful in flagging

dangerous moles and establishing a baseline so you can com-

pare future images—is not intended to replace a consultation

with a dermatologist. Feeling like a sun-safety overachiever, I

headed out the next morning to see Macrene Alexiades-

Armenakas, a well-known skin-cancer specialist, in N.Y.C.

“The field of melanoma detection is evolving rapidly,” she

said as we sat in her office, discussing MelaFind, the FDA-

approved computer imaging system she employs in her prac-

tice (find participating dermatologists at melafind.com).

“The machine uses wavelengths to take a 3-D image of a mole

and compares it with thousands of melanomas,” she noted. It

then creates a numerical value showing how disorganized the

mole is. Anything with “low disorganization” has little risk of

malignancy; high disorganization (a mole with a score of 2 per-

cent or more) has an elevated one. “Now, let’s do your exam!”

“In the ’80s, when
someone said, ‘Nice
tan!’ you didn’t shudder
with embarrassment
and swear you wore
SPF 30. You basked in
the compliment.”
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The supermodel and one of social media’s biggest influencers
chats about her beauty basics, the upside of being a tomboy at heart,

and why she didn’t always get along with baby sis Bella

BE AUT Y TALK
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hat’s the biggest lesson your mom

[model Yolanda Foster] taught

you about beauty? That less is

more, and to only use products out

of necessity. My mom hardly wore makeup,

and I certainly didn’t have any of my own. It

was fun to learn about it later in life.

So what are your current necessities? An

exfoliating cleanser to boost circulation. I’m

half Palestinian, so the color of my skin is what

makes me look like me. I also use moisturizer,

bronzer, mascara, and nude lipstick.

You grew up on a ranch. Were you more of a

tomboy? Definitely. I started horseback riding

when I was 2. My mom rescued two miniature

ponies from a neighbor, so I learned to ride on

ponies that weren’t saddle-trained. I fell off

every day, but it taught me how to be tough.

Did you ever go through an awkward phase? In

third grade I only wore Lakers jerseys. The week

I got braces—with purple and yellow rubber

bands—instead of wearing my jersey, I put on a

Paul Frank shirt with a monkey on it that had

braces. Plus, I cut my hair shoulder-length.

See, you had street style before it was a thing.

I think high school is when my style really

developed and I became a mix of both tomboy

and girlie girl. I was captain of the volleyball

team, and whenever we would have a school

dance, I would do everyone’s makeup.

You and your sister Bella are 18 months apart.

You’re best friends now, but did you fight a lot

growing up? We fit into the same clothes and

shoes, so that caused friction. I also had to

accept the fact that my friends wanted to hang

out with my little sister because she’s just cool.

What’s your favorite social media platform?

Instagram has always made so much sense to

me. The reason I got into fashion and beauty is

because I love beautiful imagery. Snapchat is

also fun—it allows me to show my goofy side.

—KAHLANA BARFIELD BROWN

IT’S EASY TO BE A
SPOKESPERSON FOR THIS

FRAGRANCE BECAUSE IT FEELS
TRUE TO WHO I AM. IT’S

NOT OVERLY FEMININE BUT
STILL A BIT SWEET.”

The Girl by Tommy Hilfiger eau de parfum,
$57/3.4 fl. oz.; macys.com.

GIGI’S

MUST-HAVES

1. MAYBELLINE SENSATIONAL
LOADED BOLDS LIPSTICK IN
COFFEE AND GONE GRIEGE

“I wear these matte lipsticks every
day: They have a great texture,

don’t feel dry or weird, go
on creamy, and dry down nicely.”

$8 each; maybelline.com.

2. DIPTYQUE ROSES CANDLE
“This candle makes me so happy

because it takes me back to
my childhood. It’s warm and homey

but still fresh and modern.”
$62; diptyqueparis.com.

3. CHANEL HYDRA BEAUTY
CRÈME RICHE “A lot of thick

moisturizers are too greasy under
makeup, but this one absorbs right
into your skin.” $87; chanel.com.

4. ST. IVES FRESH SKIN
APRICOT SCRUB “This is what

I use to wash my face. The
exfoliating beads get the blood

circulating and leave my skin feeling
clean and soft.” $4; at drugstores.

MAY 2012
“This was for a charity
event when I was 15.

My mom did my
makeup. I don’t even

know why anyone took
a picture of me. No

one knew who I was!”

MAY 2014
“Tragic makeup for a
show I walked in two

years ago. My hair was
supposed to be down,
but I threw it back in
a ponytail because I

was so over the look.”

NOVEMBER 2015
“I thought a bob would
go with the neckline

of the dress. I asked my
stylist, ‘What do you

think about cutting my
hair?’ He said, ‘No way.’
So, yeah, that’s a wig.”

FEBRUARY 2016
“I was wearing a black

jumpsuit and wanted to
look like a glam Power
Ranger. We did a long
weave with a glittery
maroon smoky eye.”

1

2

3

4

Try on many celebrity looks with our Hollywood Makeover Tool at instyle.com/makeover
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...BIKINI LINE?

Waxing offers the
longest-lasting results, as

technicians pull large
patches of hair out from
the roots, leaving little
chance of ingrowns. If

you’re removing hair at
home, dodge bruising and

burns with a depilatory
instead. It dissolves hair at

the root so stubble
takes longer to surface.

Bliss Fuzz Off Foam,
$32; blissworld.com.

WHAT’S THE BEST WAY TO GET RID OF HAIR ON MY...

...UPPER LIP?

The one-two punch
of a protecting wax balm

(applied first to nix irritation)
and a hair-removal cream

(applied on top of the balm)
makes this next-generation

depilatory the perfect
targeted solution. Together

the formulas eliminate
fuzz in under 10 minutes

without redness.
Olay Smooth Finish Facial Hair
Removal Duo, $24; olay.com.

...LEGS AND

UNDERARMS?

For larger areas that you may
have to deal with most often, a

flexible-head razor makes
it “easier to work around leg
and underarm contours,” says
L.A. dermatologist Will Kirby.

“The coarser your hair, the more
blades you should use—though

more than six is pointless.”
To keep the razor from clogging,

try thin shaving creams rather
than thick gels, he says.
Gillette Venus Swirl, $9;

drugstore.com.

IS IT POSSIBLE TO PREVENT INGROWNS?

Yes. Get in the habit of exfoliating ingrown-prone
areas twice a week. This will keep dead cells from
clogging pores and follicles, trapping hairs and caus-
ing those tiny bumps to appear, says N.Y.C. derma-
tologist Jennifer Chwalek. Use a body scrub in the
shower, or swipe skin with a pad soaked in glycolic
or lactic acids. If a stubborn strand isn’t responding,
hold a hot compress over the trouble spot for three
minutes after exfoliating to dislodge the dead cells
and allow the hair to come to the surface.

THE MAXIMUM

NUMBER OF

SHAVES YOU

SHOULD EKE

OUT OF ONE

DISPOSABLE

RAZOR BLADE

TO AVOID

IRRITATION

Source: American Academy
of Dermatology

BeautyRx by
Dr. Schultz

Ingrown Hair
Treatment

Pads,
$45/50;
beauty
rx.com.
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Trojan™ Arouses & Releases™* Lubricant...
with motion-activated intensifiers for supercharged orgasmic pleasure.

Arouse your adventurous side.

Release your wild side.

*For foreplay massage and manual clitoral stimulation



HOW CAN 

LASERS HELP? 

What they do 
The light typically 
emitted by 
hair-reduction 
lasers is heat 
energy, which 
when absorbed by 
a follicle shuts 
down its ability to 
sprout strands, explains 
N.Y.C. dermatologist Melanie 
Grossman. Because these types 
of lasers target the melanin in hair, 
they work most effi  ciently on people 
with dark strands and fair to medium 
complexions (without contrast, the light may 
be attracted to pigment in the skin). However, 
newer lasers, such as the Nd:YAG variety, 
can be eff ective on darker skin tones, says 
Dr. Grossman. Results “Most patients see 
an 80 to 90 percent reduction in hair with fi ve 
treatments over monthlong intervals,” says 
Dr. Grossman. And the hair that springs back 
up does so more slowly. After that, regular 
touch-ups with an at-home laser like the one 
here can arrest further growth (it’s eff ective 
yet less powerful than an in-offi  ce machine). 
Cost Depending on the size of the area being 
treated, a session can run from $350 (think 
bikini line) to $900 (legs). Pain factor The 
sting of each zap is startling but fl eeting, 
“like a rubber band snapping against 
your skin,” says Keiann Roberts, senior 
aesthetician at N.Y.C.’s Spruce & Bond.

Tria Beauty 
Hair Removal 

Laser 4X in 
Honeydew, 

$449; 
triabeauty

.com.

1/4
IDEAL LENGTH IN 

INCHES HAIRS SHOULD 

BE BEFORE WAXING 

TO ENSURE THE 

SMOOTHEST RESULTS 

WITH THE LEAST PAIN

Source: American Academy 
of Dermatology
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YOUR
COMPREHENSIVE
(AND SLIGHTLY
KNOW-IT-ALL)

LOOK AT ...

Lambskin flats,
Chanel, $775; at

select Chanel
boutiques.

by LAUREN INDVIK  

photograph by JOSEPH MOLINES
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Eminently practical and unfussily stylish, these building
blocks are essential to a Parisienne’s wardrobe.

TH E G U I D E Style

DAPHNÉ MOREAU
@daphnemodeandthecity
The online influencer (and Paris

native) confesses to a love of stripes.
Add sweet, girlish bows, an artfully

arranged table spread, and frequent
shots of the Eiffel Tower and you’ve

got one adorable feed.

AUDE SARKAMARI
@audesarkamari

The life of this PR consultant and
editor is a constant parade of trips to

the French Riviera and swanky
evening events. You’ll get plenty

of vacay inspo along with outfit ideas
for when you embark.

GARANCE DORÉ
@garancedore

Sophisticated yet endearingly relatable,
N.Y.C. transplant Doré shares her

illustrations, travels, and minimalist-
leaning style—and that of her equally

charmante friends.

Look to these bloggers
to get an intimate glimpse

of la vie française.

#INSTACHIC

CLASSIC TRENCH
The British may
have invented it, but
their neighbors
through the Chunnel
wear this coat
with a distinctive
insouciance—think
open and just a tad
rumpled. Pared-
back versions from
A.P.C. are our
favorite. Cotton,
$660; at A.P.C.,
212-966-9685.

PRINTED SCARF
Laced with off-the-
cuff elegance, this

little extra adds color
and, OK, yes, a je ne
sais quoi to any
ensemble. If you
really want to spoil
yourself, go for
Hermès. Silk twill,
$395; at Hermès.

SUBTLE SHADES
Forget outrageous
statement sunnies.
Nothing conceals the
effects of last night’s
bottle of Burgundy
quite as fabulously as
a pair in mysterious
black. Metal, Dior,
$430; at Dior.

STRIPED SHIRT
First issued for
French naval
personnel, the
Breton top has
become synonymous
with seaside glamour
thanks to Coco
Chanel and Brigitte
Bardot; 127-year-old
purveyor Saint James
gets the fit just right.
Cotton, $90;
saintjamesboutique
.com.

SLIM-FIT JEANS
A tapered straight
leg will always look

sleek no matter the
trends. The key is
to find the perfect
wash that appears
lived-in but
not—mon dieu!—
purposely
distressed. Denim,
Sandro, $250;
us.sandro-paris.com.

NAVY BLAZER
A tailored jacket is
polished without
trying too hard.
Choose a slightly
elongated fit and
scrunch up the
sleeves for just the
right touch of
devil-may-care
cool. Wool blend,
AYR, $325; ayr.com.

BALLET FLATS
This look is nothing
if not sensible.
Feminine flats,
particularly those by
local shoemaker
Repetto, afford
a commute that’s
both walkable
and well-heeled.
Suede, $295;
repetto.com.

RED LIPSTICK
“It’s all about
looking fresh yet
keeping it simple,”
says makeup pro
Christophe
Danchaud, who
works with
Marion Cotillard.
He suggests
painting a striking
rouge lip but leaving
the rest of your
face neutral. Dior
Rouge Dior Lipstick
in #752 Rouge Favori,
$35; dior.com.

SILKY BUTTON-
FRONT
There’s something
inherently sensual
about a blouse
with a nice drape.
Parisian fashion
editors Emmanuelle
Alt and Carine
Roitfeld must
agree—they’re
often spotted
in ones by
Equipment. Silk,
$208; equipment
.fr.com
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SHOP THE PART
One surefire way to blend in

with the best: Buy from
these brands that specialize

in all things gamine.

CARVEN
The historic couture house has

gotten a modern update under the
creative direction of Adrien

Caillaudaud and Alexis Martial,
churning out zippy A-line skirts,
structured jackets, and shrunken

graphic knits suitable for the
fashionable fille. carven.com.

ISABEL MARANT
Founded in Paris’s Marais

neighborhood 22 years ago, the
label—and its more affordable sister
line, Étoile—has become the go-to
for lightweight bohemian-meets-
cool-girl pieces with a luxurious

finish. isabelmarant.com.

MAJE
Delicate blouses and knits, relaxed
yet precisely cut trousers—these

sophisticated yet laid-back
separates are the staples of this

Paris-based label, founded by
Moroccan-born designer Judith

Milgrom. us.maje.com. 

TH E G U I D E Style

WHY NOT TIE
YOUR SCARF LIKE
A “LOCAL” TODAY?
Consider this simple knot

your shortcut to soigné style.

GO FOR MICRO
MOTIFS

The smaller the
pattern, the greater
the charm. Follow

Inès de la
Fressange’s lead and

tuck a daintily
printed blouse into
tailored trousers.

SHOW LOTS
OF LEG

Make like Julia
Restoin Roitfeld and

opt for a hemline
that hits well above

the knee. Reveal
little else to

maintain an air of
intrigue.

EMBRACE SUITING
Masculine tailoring is
unexpectedly alluring

on Caroline de
Maigret thanks to a
breezy cut and an
unbuttoned shirt.

Wear the jacket over
your shoulders for

added appeal. 

MIX TOUGH WITH
DELICATE

A tomboyish T-shirt
and jeans looks

positively fetching
when partnered with
a sprinkle of barely
there jewelry à la
honorary Parisian

Jane Birkin.

BLEND DAY
AND NIGHT

Brigitte Bardot
shows us that even

the most casual
outfit takes on a

sultry new direction
when teamed

with last night’s hair
and makeup.

MAKE SLOUCHY
SEXY

The secret to
Françoise Hardy’s

nonchalance: an
oversize sweater.
The roomy fit says
you’re not overly
precious about
getting dressed.

Study up on these fashion crib notes gleaned from the ultimate icons past and
present. Hey, we never said looking effortless was a cinch!

STEP 1
Fold a square scarf in half
diagonally and roll inward

from the pointy end to form
a narrow tube. Hold it in

front of your neck.

STEP 2
Wrap the ends behind

your neck, crisscrossing
the scarf in the back. Pull

the tips forward.

STEP 3
Tie loosely in front.
No need to double

it—this should
stay put.

I L LUSTR ATI O NS BY M A RGOT M ACE





HAVE YOU EVER BREWED 

ICED TEA AT HOME? 

IT’S LIKE THAT. 

© 2016 Pure Leaf is a registered trademark of the Unilever Group of Companies used under license.



Cancel your blowout appointment. Step away from

the straightener. We’ve got all the intel you

need to let your natural spirals spring into the

spotlight. We’re talking about the cocktails

to condition every curl pattern, the

techniques to detangle without

breakage, and the pro-approved

trick to promote healthy

growth (hint: It involves a

certain essential oil) 

by PATRICIA REYNOSO

reported by

SELENE MILANO

photograph by

JOSEPH

MOLINES

YOUR COMPREHENSIVE

(AND SLIGHTLY KNOW-

IT-ALL) LOOK AT ...
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TH E G U I D E Beauty

THESE STRANDS FORM A Z-SHAPED PATTERN. ENVIABLY DENSE
YET OFTEN FRAGILE, THEY THRIVE ON EXTRA MOISTURE, SAYS STYLIST CHUCK

AMOS, WHO WORKS WITH LUPITA NYONG’O.

CONDITIONING

COMBO

Once a week, add
two or three drops of
nourishing natural oil—
pro Vernon François,
who also works with
Nyong’o, suggests argan,
jojoba, or rosehip—into
a deep conditioner.
Sleep with saturated
strands, then rinse in
the morning for
maximum hydration.
OGX Renewing + Argan Oil of Morocco
Oil, $8; ulta.com. Andre Walker Hair Gold
System Ultimate Moisture TKO
Conditioner, $16; target.com.

+

UNIVERSAL CURL

COMMANDMENT

Dole out products

according to texture.

While curly hair may look
voluminous, individual
strands can still be very
fine. You can use the same
products for fine or coarse
strands, says stylist Riawna
Capri, but if they’re fine,
apply less than a quarter-
size dose, as fine hair is
more easily weighed down.
Distribute double that
amount if hair is coarse.

LUPITA

NYONG’O

VIOLA

DAVIS

THE ESSENTIAL TOOL

Grab a smooth, wide-tooth comb to separate and
detangle tight curls without snagging, says Amos.
Maintain the texture’s natural volume by combing
through strands during the conditioning process,

when hair is well lubricated and has more slip.

Yves Durif The Comb, $33; violetgrey.com.

THE CLEANSER

Your goal is to retain as much moisture
as possible with a nonfoaming formula, says

stylist Rodney Cutler. “ ‘No foam’ means
the blend has cleansers that won’t strip hair

of its natural oils,” he says.

Redken Curvaceous No-Foam Highly
Conditioning Cleanser, $28; redken.com.

THE

TREATMENT

Since this hair type is
typically very dense,
air can’t easily reach
the scalp, says Amos.

He recommends
massaging a few drops

of tea tree oil into
roots before cleansing;
this can help stimulate
blood flow and reduce

inflammation.

The Body Shop Tea
Tree Oil, $10/10 ml;

thebodyshop-usa.com.
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NEW

GENTLE SULFATE-FREE FORMULAS 
WITH COCONUT OIL 

 Shampoo and conditioner gently cleanse without stripping moisture.

  Butter cream leave-in treatment deeply nourishes from root-to-tip.

STRONGER HAIR. STRONGER YOU.

#CurlsCan

garnierusa.com
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TH E G U I D E Beauty

LOOSER THAN TIGHT CURLS, THESE STRANDS FALL INTO CORK-
SCREW COILS WITH BOUNCE TO SPARE. “IF YOU PULL ON A SPIRAL, IT STRAIGHTENS

EASILY,” SAYS PRO TIPPI SHORTER. “RELEASE IT AND THE CURL QUICKLY SPRINGS BACK.”

+

THE
ESSENTIAL

TOOL
Use a diffuser to
dry curls without
ruffling or frizzing

them, says Shorter.
Turn on the heat
while aiming the
attachment at

strands; switch to
a cool tempera-
ture for the last

few minutes
to lock in the

silhouette.

T3 SoftTouch 2
Diffuser, $30;
sephora.com.

THE CLEANSER
Find a sulfate-free
wash that offers a

low lather and a high
level of conditioning

agents, like the
babassu oil in this mix,

says Shorter.

Aveda Be Curly
Co-Wash, $24/8.5 fl.oz.;

aveda.com.

THE STYLER
Capri urged her client Vanessa Hudgens to

embrace her natural curls. To help spirals dry in
a defined shape, Capri twists wet strands into

four or six sections, then coats each with
styling cream, reinforcing the form with her fingers

before diffusing or allowing to air-dry.

MarulaOil Rare Oil 3-in-1 Styling Cream,
$30; paulmitchell.com.

CONDITIONING
COMBO
After cleansing, work
a rich conditioner into
damp hair, avoiding the
roots, then detangle with
the Wet Brush, says pro
Cesar Ramirez. (Packed
with flexible bristles,
the tool won’t cause
breakage or pain.) Leave
on for five minutes, then
rinse. “This ensures
strands will dry in smooth
ringlets,” he says.
Mizani True Textures Moisture Replenish
Conditioner, $17; ulta.com. Wet Brush
Detangler, $9; thewetbrush.com.

UNIVERSAL CURL

COMMANDMENT

Apply highlights
liberally.

Colorist Rita Hazan (the
pro behind Beyoncé’s
fresh honey color) likes
to paint thick, wide
highlights onto curly hair.
If you add dye to thin,
narrow sections, “you’ll
lose the effect once
strands curl up,” she says.
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Let’s demand and design high schools that equip all 

students with the skills to succeed in the 21st century. 

Join the conversation at XQsuperschools.org.

.&#%(!+&!.,
'#)*!$&..&-"
Resilience is key to my success. So why 

should I be made to feel dumb if I don’t get 

the right answer every time? Teach me that 

I can turn failure into success with efort.
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THESE LOCKS HAVE A STRETCHED-OUT S SHAPE. LET THEM AIR-DRY AND
THEY’LL FORM LOOSE (BUT NOT NECESSARILY UNIFORM) BENDS. SOME QUICK

WORK WITH A HOT IRON CAN EASILY REINFORCE THEIR STRUCTURE.

THE ESSENTIAL TOOL

A ceramic-plated flatiron best
defines S-shaped bends. Just wrap

sections around the plates, alternating
directions for realistic ripples.

T3 SinglePass Luxe Straightening and
Styling Iron, $180; t3micro.com.

THE TREATMENT

Even healthy waves can
fray at the ends, as natural

oils have a harder time
traveling down curved

strands than straight ones.
Apply a strengthening,
heat-protecting serum
to wet hair, then gloss

over tips once it’s dry to
seal and hydrate.

CHI Silk Infusion,
$28; ulta.com.

THE CLEANSER

Choose moisturizing yet lightweight
shampoos, says pro David Lopez, who
works with Chrissy Teigen. This blend
helps curb frizz with fruit oils and shea
butter sans petroleum or mineral oils.

SheaMoisture Fruit Fusion Coconut
Water Weightless Shampoo, $11;

sheamoisture.com.

CONDITIONING

COMBO

Use a light conditioner
every time you shampoo;
afterward, mist damp
hair with a leave-in
conditioner, then desnarl
with a wide-tooth
comb, says pro Danilo.
“This will keep waves
from tangling and
encourage movement.”
Pantene Pro-V Curl Perfection
Moisturizing Conditioner ($5) and
Pro-V Moisture Mist Detangler
($6); pantene.com.

+

Times the 10 most popular curl-
related YouTube videos have
been viewed collectively (including
the top-ranked tutorial on how to
“plop” your hair by Donata White)

UNIVERSAL CURL

COMMANDMENT

Blow out hair before

you snip it.

Pro Jamika Wilson, who
styles Viola Davis’s hair,
says all curl patterns
experience varying
degrees of shrinkage (up
to 75 percent for tight
curls) as wet hair dries.
Have your stylist blow-
dry your hair straight
before cutting it to
determine the true
length of each strand.
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NEW Exuviance Retexturing Treatment 

& Body Tone Firming Concentrate

the Antiaging Body Care Super Duo

that restores youthful texture & fi rmness

while reducing crepe-like appearance

Look Younger All Over

* Data on fi le NeoStrata Co., Inc.

Exuviance Body Tone Firming Concentrate

helps erase the appearance of crepiness while 

it massages, fi rms, tones and contours age 

revealing zones with a Triple Firming Complex 

+ Pure Ca� eine

Exuviance Retexturing Treatment

resurfaces with 10% Glycolic Acid, PHA/Bionic 

Blend with Vitamin E and Shea Butter

LOWER LEG

BEFORE

ABOVE KNEE

BEFORE

LOWER LEG

AFTER 2 HOURS*

ABOVE KNEE

AFTER 16 WEEKS*





I NSTYLE

It may take longer to get to Montauk than anywhere else in the Hamptons, but as
the saying goes, some things in life are well worth the wait. Nestled on the easternmost

tip of Long Island, about a 120-mile (often traffic-crazy) drive from New York City,
the End’s gorgeous high bluffs and steady rolling breakers make it a destination

for beach dwellers and surfers alike—while the latest swell of pop-up fashion boutiques,
see-and-be-seen restaurants, and water-sport rentals cater to the getaway set

by KIM PEIFFER  additional reporting by CHRISTINA SHANAHAN and SAMANTHA SIMON

143

SHORE THING
Photographer Gray Malin

featured Montauk Point
Beach as one of the

locations in his new book,
Beaches. He shot the

area’s 70-foot-high bluffs
and wide sandbars from

a doorless helicopter,
which allowed him to

capture the full
landscape.
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I NST YL E Montauk

Live your best beach life with Montauk’s top seasonal
boutiques, whimsical home stores, and vintage troves.

DID YOU KNOW...

You’re allowed to make
a beach fire in Montauk

without a permit?*
*So long as you comply
with local regulations.

NAIL THE
HAMPTONS-
CHIC LOOK
Surf Bazaar boutique owner
(and Montauk resident)
Bethany Mayer’s four tips for
ultimate shore style

1. Start with a bathing suit.
“The true Hamptons outfit
base is a good suit. Then you’re
flexible with whatever you’re
doing the rest of the day.”

2. Layer on light pieces. “I’m
very into wearing a T-shirt with
a beautiful full skirt right now.”

3. Change up your shoes. “Flip
the switch from a simple sandal
during the day to a fun flat or a
wedge espadrille for the evening.”

4. Try a pouch system. “I have
three bags with me at all times. I
use a big beach bag and pull out
my little clutches at night.”

pop-up lifestyle
boutique combines
a finely edited
selection of
clothing, jewelry,
and beachwear
hand-chosen by
Imrie Industries’
founders, sisters
Pippa, Tamsin, and
Caitlin, and their
mother, Lola.

90 2nd House Rd.;
631-668-2105.

ACCESSORIES

BAUBLES GALORE

SHARE WITH

Owner and former
Calypso St. Barth
designer Jöelle Klein
offers unique,
ethically sourced
pieces–clutches,
sandals, and
fragrances—from
around the world.

764 Montauk Hwy.;
631-668-2205.

FOR THE
TRENDSETTER

NIBI-MTK

BOUTIQUE

Surfer Kristin
Sheeler’s
background in
fashion (she’s had
design gigs at Ralph
Lauren and
Victoria’s Secret)
and love of the

ocean meet in her
store named after
the Algonquian
word for “water.”
Find a private label
collection and items
from local artisans.

Atlantic Terrace Motel,
21 Oceanview Terrace;
917-371-3039.

VINTAGE

SOMETHING OLD,
SOMETHING NEW

MELET

MERCANTILE

This beautiful
vintage store,
opened in 2008,
has something
for everyone:
clothing, jewelry,
and accessories,
plus books and art.

102 Industrial Rd.;
631-668-9080.

ONE-OF-A-KIND
FINDS

VINTAGE PINK

You can’t miss this
bright pink house,
owned by Julie
Aster Miller and her
mother, Chicky,
right on the main
drag of Montauk
Highway. Inside,
discover antique
and secondhand
glassware, china,

FASHION.

SEASIDE STAPLES

POOLSIDE

COLLECTIVE AT

THE MONTAUK

BEACH HOUSE

This concept store,
where you can
literally shop
poolside, features
Giejo swimwear,
Nialaya jewelry, and
Smoke x Mirrors
sunglasses.

55 S. Elmwood Ave.;
631- 668-2112.

POP-UP PARADISE

THE FASHION

COLLECTIVE AT

GURNEY’S 

Gurney’s Montauk
Resort & Seawater
Spa has partnered
with fashion and
lifestyle brands for a
rotating series of
shops on its spa
roof deck through
Labor Day
weekend. Find Maje
dresses, Mara
Hoffman bikinis, and
LemLem tunics.

290 Old Montauk
Hwy.; 631-668-2345.

BREEZY
ESSENTIALS

THE IMRIE SHOP

Hosted at hip hotel
Solé East, this

jewelry, and more.

787 B Montauk Hwy.;
631- 668-8200.

KIDS

TOT TREASURES

CAPTAIN KID

Stock up on
whimsical kites, art
supplies, hula hoops,
and water toys for
the little ones in
your life (and let’s
be honest, for you
too) at this dreamy
shop, the only toy
store in the area.

484 West Lake Dr.;
631-668-4482.

HOME

LAID-BACK
DÉCOR

GANSETT

LANE HOME

This airy furniture
and home-
accessories studio
brings “barefoot
luxury living,” as the
owners call it, to
Montauk with
reclaimed-wood
coffee tables,
handmade glass,
and local art that
fits that carefree
beach vibe.

6 S. Etna Ave.;
631-668-8050.

CAPTAIN KID

SHARE WITH
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TAORMINA, SICILY

DELIGHT IS WHERE YOU MAKE IT.

Take a sip of Sparkling Fruit Beverages made 

from the fi nest sun-ripened Italian citrus. 
ESTABLISHED 1932

DISCOVER THE LIFE DELIZIOSA WITH THE DELIGHTWAYS APP
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I N ST YL E Montauk

on the waterfront deck
by night, the location
also draws a crowd
for its live concert
series: This summer’s
lineup includes Wild
Belle and Gary Clark Jr.

183 Edgemere St.;
631-483-5037.

DINNER

NAVY BEACH
Co-owned by the
daughter of Silvano
Marchetto of N.Y.C.’s
legendary Da Silvano,
this seafood restaurant
is a lovely place to
catch the sunset
thanks to its 200-foot
private beach.

16 Navy Rd.;
631-668-6868.

DURYEA’S FISH
MARKET&
LOBSTER DECK
Another top sunset
spot is 80-year-old
lobster shack Duryea’s,

which just reopened
after a renovation. And
while it’s maintained
its authentic vibe, it
now boasts banquette
seating and an
expanded menu.

65 Tuthill Rd.; 631-668-2410.

HOTEL

SOLÉ EAST
Everything about this
resort screams beach
vacation, from the
elegant bungalow-
inspired rooms to the
bamboo walkways. The
pool area, sprinkled
with oversize lounge

beds, is lit by tiki
torches and features
a roaring fire pit
after dusk.

90 2nd House Rd.;
631-668-2105

BEAUTY

RIC PIPINO
HAIRSPACE AT
GURNEY’S
Celebrity stylist
Pipino is bringing in
his team of cut and
color experts to
tame tresses inside
Gurney’s Spa.

290 Old Montauk Hwy.;
631-668-2345.

COFFEE

LEFT HAND COFFEE
A modern espresso
bar with plenty of cold
options gets the locals
through a sticky summer.
Bonus: Try the new
iced turmeric latte for a
healthy, spicy kick.

83 S. Elmwood Ave.;
631-238-5434.

BREAKFAST

JONI’S KITCHEN
Flax-coconut waffles,
to-die-for avocado
toast, and a massive
smoothie menu make

Caffeinate with a latte, grab a lobster roll
(or three), and watch the sun go down at these
Montauk hot spots—no heels required.

MONC XIII Stocked with a meticulously
curated assortment of furniture, new and
vintage lighting, dishware, and more, this
luxury boutique makes it extremely hard to
walk out without an unexpected something.
40 Madison St.; 631-808-3333.

BLOOM This upscale décor store has
a mix of understated, lust-worthy
items (both locally made and imported
from global artisans), furniture, the
chicest sun hats in town, and one-of-a-
kind modern glassware.
43 Madison St.; 631-725-5940.

DUCK AND WEAVE Owner Robin
Saidman is a photographer by trade (admire
his snaps of African landscapes hanging

on the walls), and he has a keen eye for

wearable fashion, which explains the

success of perfectly wrinkled button-

down shirts and breezy linen dresses that

complete any summer ensemble.

78 Main St.; 631-899-4888.

DOPO LA SPIAGGIA Famed Italian eatery

Tutto Il Giornio has gotten a bit of a

makeover and a new name: “after the

beach” in Italian. This cozy restaurant and

bar serves up contemporary dishes

prepared by chef Maurizio Marfoglia, like

tagliolini with bay scallops, shrimp, calamari,

imported Calabrian chilies, and tomatoes.

6 Bay St.; 631-725-7009.

MONC XIII

WORTH THE TRIP (AND TRAFFIC): SAG HARBOR

STYLELINER Joey Wölffer, co-owner
of Wölffer Estate Vineyard and founder
of the mobile accessories boutique
Styleliner, has opened a brick-and-mortar
outpost that’s chock-full of vintage
clothing, jewelry, and textiles and boasts
an inherently artsy atmosphere.
25 Madison St.; 631-725-1436.

This low-key Hamptons town is about 30 minutes west of Montauk and home to some of our favorite
boutiques and design shops, plus one of the biggest restaurant launches of the season.

Joni’s an ideal hangout
for the health-minded
with a penchant
for brunch.

28 S. Etna Ave.;
631-668-3663.

BARS

MONTAUK
BREWING CO.
If it’s a refreshing
cold one you crave,
look no further than
the taproom of this
quaint brewing house,
established by three
lifelong friends in
2012 and serving
its house-label ales
and IPAs.

62 S. Erie Ave.;
631-668-8471.

SURF LODGE
At this perma-popular
local hub, the party is
happening daily and
always goes late.
Hosting fitness classes
by day and cocktails

NAVY BEACH

LEFT HAND

COFFEE
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I N ST YL E Montauk

Instagram sensation @toastmeetsworld, the Hamptons-going Cavalier King Charles
Spaniel, shares her Montauk musts for both two- and four-legged visitors.

FASHION

Luxe Leashes
Yark makes high-quality

pieces that come
in fun, bright colors.

Summer Shades
Karen Walker’s

Poolside collection this
season is divine.

Nap-Ready Towel
Hermès. When your
towel is this chic, you
know you’ve made it.

Giant Beach Bag 
Parker Thatch’s

Toast Tote.

Doggy Designers
Ralph Lauren

understands me better
than anyone, and

Canine Styles has great
preppy clothes and

raincoats.

FOOD

Morning Meal
A breakfast wrap from

Joni’s Kitchen is
a great source of

protein before I run
around the beach with

my sister, Muppet.
28 S. Etna Ave., No. 9;

631-668-3663.

Refreshing Drink
White Girl Rosé.

Local Dish
The fish tacos

from St. Peter’s
Catch are amazing.

58 S. Erie Ave.;
631-668-7100.

Frozen Treat
Soft-serve vanilla

with sprinkles from
John’s Drive-In.
677 Montauk Hwy.;

631-238-5810.

Main Market
IGA is right by the
beach, so I stop in
for water. Staying

hydrated is important.
654 Montauk Hwy.;

631-668-4929.

Place to
People-Watch

The Crow’s Nest.
You can see summer

romances blossom and
die all in the same night.

4 Old West Lake Dr.;
631-668-2077.

Stylish Set of Bowls
Waggo. I give them to

all my friends.

FUR

Bath Product
Dogtails shampoo. It
smells like heaven.

Sun Protectant
SkinCeuticals.

Harry Josh. He
does all the best
models’ hair, so

obviously he does
mine too.

FUN

Spot to Make
Friends

BBQs. I’ll hang out
 with anyone

who’s not wearing
a fedora.

Sand Activity
Checking out other
girls’ swimsuit styles.

And napping.

Poolside Must-Have
A hot dude.

Beach Read
Live Fast, Die Hot,
by Jenny Mollen.

That’s my life motto.

Haute Hotel
The Montauk

Yacht Club Resort
& Marina.

32 Star Island Rd.;
631-668-3100.

Scenic
Walking Path
The beach at

Gurney’s.
290 Old Montauk Hwy.;

631-668-2345.

Snapchat to Follow
My mom, Katie

Sturino
@The12ishstyle.

Pool Float
I wouldn’t be

caught dead on a
swan raft this

summer. It’s all
about the ice cream

cone now.

Concert Plans
I’m catching

Drake on his Summer
Sixteen tour.

NO UBER, NO PROBLEM
The popular service isn’t available in Montauk, but there are other

ways to get around. Here’s how to navigate the area like a pro.

Pink Tuna Taxi
Enlist one of these

rose-hued cabs
to take you to your
next destination.

631-668-3838.

Hampton Hopper
This new app-based bus
network runs between

Sag Harbor and Montauk.
Single-ride tickets are $12.

hamptonhopper.com.

Montauk Bike Shop
Bike rentals start at $14

per hour at this local
shop, which also offers

guided group tours.
montaukbikeshop.com.

Grooming Goal 
I have year-round
beach waves, but I
love a puppy cut

for summer.

Styling Tools
My brush and hair

dryer are both

Toast
deep-dives
into her
favorite spots
in Montauk—
and the
rest of the
Hamptons—
in her
recently
released
book, Toast-
hampton
($17; Harper
Design).
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“I always say I’m destiny’s
other favorite child,

besides Beyoncé, because
I feel like there’s a

bigger picture for me.”
—PRIYANKA CHOPRA
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QUANTICO LEADING

LADY PRIYANKA

CHOPRA MAY BE A FRESH

FACE FOR AMERICAN

AUDIENCES, BUT THE

34-YEAR-OLD STAR

OF MORE THAN 50

INDIAN MOVIES IS NO

ROOKIE. AND SHE

CAME TO PLAY

by VERONICA CHAMBERS

photographed by

THOMAS WHITESIDE

styled by MELISSA RUBINI



Max Mara wool
angora knit sweater.

Jason Wu velvet
slingbacks.
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Rosetta Getty
velvet dress.



Hermès silk dress.
Simon Miller x

Moscot metal and
polycarbonate

sunglasses. Paul

Andrew suede
slingback flats.



Gucci

embroidered
silk organza

gown with
feather detail.
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Fendi

velvet dress.
Hermès lacquer,
marbled stone,
and palladium
bracelet.

Hair: Peter Gray
for Home
Agency. Makeup:
Yumi Mori for
The Wall Group.
Manicure: Maki
Sakamoto for
Kate Ryan Inc.
Set design:
Cooper Vasquez
for The Wall
Group.
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hopes of “making it in Hollywood,” but in 2014, ABC cast-

ing executive Keli Lee flew to Priyanka Chopra’s home in

Mumbai to present her with a stack of pilot TV scripts to

choose from. Chopra—a multihyphenate who, in addition

to enjoying a prolific Indian-film career, has recorded

chart-toppingpop songswithPitbull andwill.i.amandwas

crowned Miss World in 2000—selected Quantico, and the

show,aboutaclassofFBI traineeswhomayormaynothave

been infiltrated by terrorists, became one of last season’s

breakouthits for thenetwork.

Sofar,2016hasbeenabigyear forChopra.ShewonaPeo-

ple’s Choice Award for favorite actress in a new television

series and appeared on the cover of Time magazine’s an-

nual issuecelebrating the100most influentialpeople inthe

world.With Season 2 ofQuantico on the horizon, as well as

a major role as the villain in the big-screen adaptation of

TV’s Baywatch alongside Zac Efron and Dwayne Johnson,

her prospects for 2017 are looking equally rosy.

Whileshe is somewhatnewtoAmerica,Chopra isnotnew

to being a star. At her début InStyle cover shoot on Long Is-

land’s sprawling Jones Beach, her confident vibe is obvious.

“Ididn’texpecttobedoingQuanticoortobeinAmerica,”she

says later with her trademark husky Bacall–by–way–of–

London voice. “It wasn’t a part of my plan. I have an amaz-

ingly successful career back home. I was very, very happy. I

pickedQuantico, and it happened to be successful, and now

Ihappentobespendingsomuchtimehere.”

Shemakes it all sound simple. ButChopra’s talent is out-

paced by only one thing: her incredible work ethic. When

we talk, it’s 7:30 p.m. She’s been at the cover shoot since 9 in

the morning and has two meetings and a dinner back in

Manhattan aheadof her.Her ambition is palpable,which is

why you can’t help but believe her when she says, “It’s just

math. If you’renot afraid ofworkinghard, of being a candle

that’s burning on both ends, and you’re still going, going,

going ... thenyou can’t bedenied.”

INSTYLE: The role of Alex Parrish on Quantico wasn’t in-

tended for an Indianwoman. They rewrote it to reflect your

heritage, right?

PRIYANKA CHOPRA: Yes. But the only thing that had to

change was to explain that my mom is half Indian and my

dad was Caucasian—and my accent. Because even though I

play an American girl, I still have an Indian lilt whenever

I get emotional, so they wrote that I spent 10 years in India

andIjustcameback.Besidesthat,wedidn’tchangeanything

from the original script. It was a win for diversity. I think

diversity is theneedof thehour.Lookat theworldaroundus.

You can’t say the girl next door is a certain type anymore.

Andentertainmentshouldbeareflectionof society.

IS:Alex is aparticularly complexcharacter. She’s toughanda

Valentino

embellished

dress.



heroine,butshe’sdefinitelynotperfect.

PC:Yeah, she’scompletelyflawed.Alexhasbeenliberatingto

play. She’s so different fromme. She’s bold and brazen and is

proud that she can take care of herself, whereas I like being

takencareof. I’malittle introverted,a little fancy.

IS:Whoarethepeoplewhotakecareofyou?

PC:Mybest friends are primarily from India. You should be

able to count your friends on thefingers of your hand. Some-

one you can call at 4 in the morning and you know will be

there at your door, by your side.Whether it’s with a bottle of

tequilaandtissuesorwithfireworksorwithaweddingdress.

IS: Quantico filmed Season 1 in Montreal. When you were

there,wereyouundertheradar?

PC:People love the show inCanada too, so they always knew

us. But I’ve been a public person since I was 17 years old. I

don’tknowhowtoliveundertheradar.Idon’twant to liveun-

dertheradar.

IS: You’ve starred in dozens of Indian blockbusters. You’re

nota fanof theterm“Bollywood,” though.

PC: I don’t like the word, because we’re not aminiatureHol-

lywood.Weare the Indianfilm industry, oneof themostpro-

lific producers in theworld. There are about [1,200]movies a

year coming out of India.Most of our profits are from the in-

ternationalboxoffice,notdomestic.It’saginormousbusiness.

Idon’tknowwherethe ideacamefrom,but ithasastereotype

to it, andwe’resomuchmorethanthat.Weareartists,people

who know our jobs. You can putme in front of a camera any-

where in theworld and I’ll hit mymark and saymy lines and

give thedirectorwhathewants. I canbreakout into songand

dance aswell. I’mkick-ass at that too. Thatmakesmea triple

threat,notastereotype.

IS: In addition to acting, you’ve had a successful singing

career—howdidmusic becomeapart of your life?

PC: My dad was a surgeon, but music was his first love.

I grew up on music. My mom was very into Jimi Hendrix

and the Doors. Jimi Hendrix is her god, by the way. And

Elvis. My dad was into classical Indian music and Hindi

moviemusic, and he used to sing. In themorning, I always

wokeuptomusic. Inthehouse,asachild, Iwouldknowwho

had the upper hand that day by what was playing. If it was

Hindi music, I knew it was my dad’s day. If it was Hendrix,

Iwas like, “Uh-oh, I better benice toMomtoday.”

IS: You’re a writer too! You wrote a column for the Hindu-

stan Times and pieces for The Guardian and The New York

Times. I loved your column about why girls around the

world need access to education. I also loved that you called

it “What JaneAustenKnew.”

PC: Writers and musicians are the people I admire. To be

able to write, to be able to come up with something from

thin air and create a story, that’s the purest form of art to

me. I love books. I have a library at home, and there’s an

armchairanda lampinthemiddleof it.Myfavorite thing to

do is grab a glass ofwine anda great book andmaybeput on

some old-school Café delMar or something like that. I’m a

Cancer, so I’mverymuchahomebody.

IS: Quantico’s second season is filming in New York, but

you’ve lived here before. You went to school for a while in

Queens as a teenager.

PC: I went to high school in Flushing for a year on a whim.

I’d come on a vacation at 12 andwentwithmy cousin to her

school. Iwasveryexcitedabout the fact that shedidn’thave

towearauniform.Wehad to in India, and Iused tohate it. I

was like, “Mom, I want to go to high school there.” And so

[my parents and I] sat all night and went over the pros and

cons. My parents always talked to me like I was an adult.

They taughtme tomakemyowndecisions and said I had to

have the courage of my convictions. If it ended up being a

mistake, itwouldbemine.

IS:Whatdoyouremembermost fromyourNewYorkyear?

PC:Mybest friendVanessaandIused to take the subway to

Manhattan. We’d sit outside Saks Fifth Avenue just to

watchprettypeople go inandout. Iwanted tobuyanapart-

ment in the city. Itwasmy childhooddream, and it’s just so

funny that destiny has brought me back here. I always say

I’mdestiny’s other favorite child, besidesBeyoncé, because

I feel like there’s a bigger picture forme.

IS: Speaking of Saks, let’s talk about fashion. Alex wears a

uniform, and on the red carpet, you seem to enjoy dressing

up.What’s your off-duty style?

PC: This [she gestures to her current outfit] is exactly my

day-to-day style: jeans and sneakers. My jacket is Gucci.

I shop at high-end stores, but I wear the pieces like they’re

from the street. Success should always be worn like a

T-shirt, not a tuxedo. That’s when it’s fun. The same is true

of fashion. If you’re not comfortable, you’ll never look con-

fident. If you’renot confident, you’renever going tobe sexy.

IS: I like yourbackpack.

PC: It’sValentino. I just bought it. I prettymuchdress like a

boywhen I can.

IS: A very gorgeous tomboy. You have a tattoo, “Daddy’s Lil

Girl,” on your arm. Did your dad set a high standard for the

men in your life?

PC: My dad was the kindest man I have ever known. Way

to set me up for failure—I’m never going to find anyone

like that!

IS:Areyoudating?

PC: I’ve never dated. I’ve always been in relationships.Dat-

ingasa conceptdoesn’t really exist in India. It’s verydiffer-

ent. You like someone, you court each other, you get into a

relationship. You’re answerable to eachother.Whereas the

nonanswerability of dating,my god, I don’t know if Iwould

ever be able to. I’venever done it, so I don’t know.

IS:So...areyouinarelationship?

PC: WhenIknowI’vemet the right person to share the rest

ofmy lifewith, I’ll shout it fromthe rooftops. I’ll stay single

until I’m married. I’ve always believed that. I want to be

with somebody who has drive but doesn’t take himself too

seriously. I don’t like people who are caged within how life

should be. Life is transient, and it’s a journey, and Iwant to

bewith somebodywhocan see that. ■
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2016 in Zuhair Murad
at the White House

Correspondents’ Dinner

2015 in Zac Posen
at the MusiCares Person

of the Year Gala

2016 in ST. Studio Collection
by Olcay Gulsen at the

Time 100 Gala

2012 in Giorgio Armani
at the Big Star Young
Entertainer Awards

2016 in Jenny Packham at
the Vanity Fair Oscars Party

THE FORMER MISS WORLD STUNS IN EVERYTHING FROM

CLASSIC GOWNS TO PEEKABOO TWO-PIECES TO GILDED

SARIS. HER LOOK ALWAYS BALANCES THE THREE S’S—

SOPHISTICATION, SEXINESS, AND SELF-ASSURANCE.



2015

2016 in Vera Wang at the
People’s Choice Awards

2012 in Ritu Kumar at the International
Marrakech Film Festival

2016 in Zuhair Murad
Couture at the

Academy Awards

2013

2016

2016

2016
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Fall’s streamlined separates perfectly suit actress
NORA ARNEZEDER, who returns to CBS for the second season

of hit drama Zoo. Her personal style is just as smart
and sophisticated as she is

photographed by DUY VO styled by JORDY HUINDER



The season brings a
totally wearable

paradox: minimalism
that dabbles in

dramatic silhouettes.

Céline wool dress and
wool jersey trousers.
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Take the
severity out of
suiting with a
muted palette
and plenty
of slouch. 

Hermès wool serge
jacket and trousers
and silk knit and
lambskin tank top.
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The slightest
frill, such as a
smattering of

ruffles, makes a
basic LBD feel

entirely special. 

Fendi silk dress.
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The new
outerwear is as
light as a feather,
thanks to a
fuzzy texture
and a barely
there shade.

Dior coated mohair-
blend coat. Victoria

Beckham leather
brogues.



A subtle shift in
tone—say, from
delicious cream

to bright white—
has the power

to produce
striking results.

Derek Lam

viscose turtleneck

and wool dress.



Heighten the
message of fall’s
sharp tailoring
by letting it
stand on its own.

Ralph Lauren
Collection silk
crêpe de chine shirt
and wool flannel
pants.

Hair: Dennis Gots
for The Wall Group.
Makeup: Fiona
Stiles for The Wall
Group. Manicure:
Debbie Leavitt for
Nailing Hollywood.
Set design: Kelly
Fondry.
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Nora Arnezeder comes from an eclectic family of dabblers, and the
27-year-old French beauty is no exception. Whether she’s singing opera-
inspired ballads or penning cynical comedy scripts, Arnezeder loves to
experiment with all things artistic. “My mom has a fortune-teller vibe,”
she says, twiddling with the ends of her blond lob cut. “She reads cards,
and she’s always encouraged me to do anything I want in my life as long
as I am happy and fulfilled.” Though Arnezeder grew up in a “hippie family,” she shies away from boho flair. Today she’s

decked out in a smartly cut black blazer paired with skinny jeans, a loose white blouse, and a black Miu Miu purse slung

over her shoulder. “I’m not too flashy or extravagant,” she explains. “I prefer a simple tank top with a cool leather jacket.”

She applies the same principles of restraint on the red carpet. “I like working with Dior and Valentino,” says Arnezeder,

adding that the Italian fashion brand “is just the best. And it’s very, very feminine.” She considers actresses like Marion

Cotillard and Diane Kruger style muses: “I think Diane shows a lot of dignity in her beauty and style,” she says. Arnezeder

splits her time between her family home in Paris and a recently purchased château in the Hollywood Hills. When she’s in

the City of Light, she likes to attend art openings and plays, but back in Los Angeles, she’s working on upcoming projects,

such as her electronica-, opera-, and hip-hop-inspired début solo album. This summer she will star in the second season of

Zooon CBS as an intelligence officer attempting to crack the mystery behind a plague that’s afflicting the world’s animals.

Arnezeder says she hopes to do more “sassy” comedies, but her top priority is perfecting her American accent, something

she got to practice when she played Gael García Bernal’s ex-flame, violin virtuosa Anna Maria, in Amazon’sMozart in the

Jungle. “I love the way Americans talk,” she swoons. “It’s so smooth and melodic.” —NATASHA VARGAS-COOPER

A glimpse of skin through
a strategically spliced
neckline can be more

alluring than baring it all.

DKNY triacetate dress with hood.



IN SHOWTIME’S NEW ROCK

AND ROLL COMEDY, ROADIES,

CARLA GUGINO AND

IMOGEN POOTS—SEEN HERE IN

THIS SEASON’S EMBELLISHED

EVENINGWEAR—MAKE LIFE

BEHIND THE CURTAINS LOOK

BETTER THAN LIFE ONSTAGE

photographed by JAN WELTERS

styled by ALI PEW
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Opposite, on Gugino:
Salvatore Ferragamo
wool coat. Ileana
Makri diamond and
18kt white gold earrings.

This page, on Poots:
Rodarte hand-beaded
guipure lace and tulle
dress and antiqued
silver rings with
Swarovski crystal
detail. On Gugino:
Max Mara viscose-
wool duchesse
jumpsuit. Charlotte
Chesnais silver and
gold vermeil earrings.
Spinelli Kilcollin
pavé diamond and
18kt white gold
linked rings.



As Imogen Poots strolls onto
the set of L.A.’s Milk Studios
wearing a sheer Rodarte
dress, her co-star—and
personal style counselor—
Carla Gugino gives her a
winking smile and mouths,
“Hot.” It’s the kind of knowing
banter cultivated during long
hours on the set of their new
show, Roadies, which is
currently airing on Showtime.
“A month into shooting, I found
myself dressing as tomboyish
as I do onscreen,” says Gugino.
“I didn’t even want to look at
dresses.” Gugino plays Shelli, a
production manager for the
fictional Staton-House Band,
while Poots portrays Kelly
Ann, an electrical technician
who enjoys speaking her
mind: “She’s slightly gauche
with her social interactions,”
the actress explains. The
show is an encore, of sorts, to
director Cameron Crowe’s
2000 film, Almost Famous,

which captured the bitter-
sweet spirit of life on tour. But
this time it’s the hardworking
people behind the band who
take center stage. While their
onscreen styles may differ
from their real-life sensibilities,
both women are taken with
the casual-cool vibe of road
life: “We’re in black all the
time, which I’m thrilled about,”
Poots says of her character’s
aesthetic. Gugino, who also
stars in this month’s adventure
film The Space Between Us,

adds, “It’s been a liberating
experience of ‘Which jeans,
which boots, and which T-shirt
do I wear today?’”

Dior silk and
wool cady
dress and glass
crystal and
gold-finished
earrings and
rings. Manolo

Blahnik suede
pumps.
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How would you describe
each other’s everyday look?
Poots: Carla’s aesthetic is
pure and feminine. When we
first met, she was wearing a
gorgeous summer dress, and
I looked like an ex-member
of Hanson.
Gugino: What I love about
the way Imogen dresses is
that it’s so uniquely her. I have
to reference these red pants
she bought in Portland…
Poots: The woman in the
store said, “Good luck.” I left
feeling slightly confused as
to whether I had won or lost.
Who are your style icons?
Poots: Debbie Harry.
Gugino: Claudia Cardinale,
Sophia Loren, Elizabeth
Taylor, and Ava Gardner in
Night of the Iguana.

I respect their sensual
celebrations of the female
body. I like their slightly
undone looks—like they’ve
just rolled out of bed with
Richard Burton.
Most treasured piece?
Gugino: I’d panic if I lost my
very old Dolce & Gabbana
leather jacket. I sent a box of
clothes from New York to
Los Angeles, and when it
arrived it had been opened
and retaped. All I could think
was, “I’ll cry if it’s not here.”
Poots: I have a pair of Miu
Miu shoes that I just adore
because they’re like works
of art. I need to stop keeping
them in the closet and
display them instead.
Has your style evolved?
Poots: Yes. I’ve learned not

to wear everything all at
once because you end up
looking like a car crash.
Gugino: I used to be a
clotheshorse, and now I
prefer to own just a few
really beautiful pieces. But I
still have a lot of shoes. For
me, high heels are like warm
chocolate cookies—put
them in front of me and I
have zero restraint.
You two have a supportive
relationship. Why is it so
important for women to
have one another’s back
in your industry?
Gugino: Even though we all
have incredible men in our
lives, there is something so
powerful about sisterhood.
Poots: The edification that
comes from women is so

groundbreaking; there’s a
real strength to it. It sits in
your bones differently.
The best part about being
on set with your Roadies

co-stars?
Gugino: We are all very
different people. Yet in that
same way that roadies have
a common goal of serving
their band, we all share one
thing: our belief in the show.
Poots: There are certain
idiosyncrasies about each
person. For instance, Luke
[Wilson] always removes his
own Vans sneakers to put on
his character’s Vans. I think,
“What a waste of time. Just
wear the same shoes.” But I’ll
forever associate him with
having his kicks on standby.
—ANGELA SALAZAR

On Poots:
Derek Lam

velvet dress
and viscose
turtleneck.
On Gugino:
Michael Kors

Collection

sequin-
embroidered
silk georgette
dress. Eva

Fehren pavé
diamond and
18kt blackened
white gold ring.
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Calvin Klein

Collection

silk-wool jacket
and trousers.
Nili Lotan silk
top. Charlotte

Chesnais silver
ring (index
finger). Eva

Fehren pavé
diamond and
18kt blackened
white gold ring.
Gianvito Rossi

suede pumps.



Valentino

embellished
silk chiffon
dress. Wolford
nylon-elastane
bodysuit.

Hair: Mark
Townsend for
Starworks Artists
(Gugino) and
Dennis Gots for
The Wall Group
(Poots). Makeup:
Rachel Goodwin
for Starworks
Artists (Gugino)
and Natasha
Severino for
Forward Artists
(Poots). Manicure:
Michelle Saunders
for Forward
Artists.
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Gucci cotton
jersey T-shirt,

wool–mohair twill
pants, and nylon

cord necklace
with diamonds

and 18kt gold.

Opposite:
Dior Homme

leather jacket.
Maison Margiela

cotton shirt,
wool turtleneck,

cotton-wool
pants, and

leather belt.



Few teen
heartthrobs
have made it
to adulthood
unscathed—much
less while generating
more career
momentum. But
Nick Jonas seems
to be following
the Timberlake
model: Make your
second act so
strong that your
first becomes a
Wiki footnote

by RACHEL REILICH

photographed by

BILLY BALLARD

styled by

JAMES VALERI
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You’re touring with your new album. Just
how much does your onstage look match
your personal look?

I go for things that pop a little bit more on-

stage—you gotta bring your showmanship. But

I still like for everything to be within the

bounds of what I wear on the street. I think it

has a lot to do with splitting my time between

music and acting. Being in character 12 hours a

day makes you want to be yourself the rest of

the time.

What’s your favorite part of being on the road?

The food. I love trying barbecue from all

around the country: Houston, St. Louis …

There’s an amazing frozen-custard place in

St. Louis called Ted Drewes that I always try to

stop at. Also, I toured so long not being 21, so

these past two and a half years, it’s been fun to

go to bars.

Wait—are you saying you didn’t drink until you
were 21?

[Laughs] No. But I was smart. I didn’t go out. I

wasn’t delusional about the fact that people

could pull out their phone and see how old I was.

How does touring with Demi Lovato compare

with touring with your brothers?

Working with Demi is truly unique. She’s a

strong woman. A lot of people are concerned

about speaking their mind, but she’s fearless.

She and I have been through a lot together

over the past eight years, and seeing how far

she’s come, in her recovery and as a person,

has been amazing.

On the subject of recovery, you recently
participated in a Reddit AMA in which you
described yourself as a recovering teen star.

For a long time I chose not to accept it—the

complications that come with [fame]. The

experiences we had, the kind of crazy ride we

were on, were going to have some effect. But I

think I turned out OK, with a reasonable

amount of sanity.

No swinging from the chandeliers.

I enjoy my cigar and beverage, and that’s

about it. Really good Cuban cigars—Cohíba

The day is bright and balmy, and the bustling crowd at Sweet Butter Kitchen, Café and Market, a

country-style bistro in Sherman Oaks, Calif., is dressed for the heat: guys in shorts and flip-flops,

girls in tanks and topknots. And then there’s Nick Jonas, in a charcoal wool Rag & Bone hat, a long-

sleeve Ann Demeulemeester shirt, and Nudie Jeans. “Last night was kind of chilly,” he explains of

his weather-defying look with a small laugh. “I woke up today thinking it would be the same temper-

ature, but it’s clearly not.” How much overnight change can one guy take? Seemingly, one minute

Jonas is a cherub-faced boy-bander with a head of soft curls, and the next he’s this man, a full-fledged

sex symbol with a buzz cut. As an actor, he’s drawn to more mature roles. In this fall’s frat-hazing

drama, Goat, he plays a morally conflicted fraternity brother. And his new album, Last Year Was

Complicated, mines a transformative breakup. Still, he exudes an essential sweetness, and it’s this

duality—the interplay of light and dark, pop and pathos—that makes him so exciting to watch.

Behike 52s. I’m kind of an old man.

Have you always felt older than your years?

Yeah, I was forced to get my act together at an

early age. Having a real job at 8 [Jonas played

Tiny Tim in A Christmas Carol on Broadway]

sounds funny, but, you know, they really

do treat you like an adult. They expect

professionalism onstage and off.

You’re getting a lot of attention for your role in
Goat. How is Nick Jonas the actor different
from Nick Jonas the pop star?

I become someone else while I’m acting, but

music stuff has got to be completely authentic.

They complement each other. I don’t think I

would have been able to be as fearless in the

“Close” video, where I had to do things that are

by nature uncomfortable, without acting

experience. I’m drawn to stuff that puts me on

the edge a little bit.

Who is the first person who struck you
as cool?

My dad’s friend Roger Hodges. He was this

bald, guitar-playing badass. I mean, he was in

the worship band at our church. When I was 4

or 5 years old, I told my parents I wanted to

look like him. They couldn’t understand it. But

he was a badass with his bald head.

Have your tastes evolved since then?

As I got older, Elvis Costello became a big fash-

ion icon for me. I did one photo shoot where I

wore vanity glasses. But it felt stupid—I felt like

a fraud—so I just let it go.

When you look back on your style, is there

anything else that makes you cringe?

I went through an Ed Hardy phase. That

burned really hot really fast. But then, besides

that? I’ve had a few moments, things that were

on-trend years ago that now are just insane.

And I’m a firm believer that men should not

tuck their pants into their shoes. The

relationship between clothing and a man is

really interesting. You have to be confident first

before whatever you’re wearing has any effect.

I’ve seen people pull off some pretty bold s—

because they were confident about it.

OF NICK’S

TOUR BUS

ESSENTIALS

ANDIS EASYCLIP
FREEDOM

CORDLESS
ADJUSTABLE BLADE

CLIPPER KIT
$99; andis.com.

COMME DES
GARÇONS

BLUE SANTAL
EAU DE PARFUM

$131/3.4 fl. oz.;
newyork.doverstreet

market.com.

KIEHL’S
EYE ALERT

$23; kiehls.com.

KIEHL’S FACIAL
FUEL ENERGIZING

MOISTURIZER
$35/4.2 fl. oz.;

kiehls.com.



Greg Lauren cotton
parka with shearling
and silk pants.
Vintage cotton
T-shirt and leather
boots from Melet
Mercantile. Jack
Walker leather and
silver necklace from
Melet Mercantile.

Grooming: Marissa
Machado for Art
Department.
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SOPHISTICATED MEETS SURF AT A STYLISH BARBECUE TO CELEBRATE

SUMMER (EVEN IF YOU’RE MILES FROM THE SHORE). SERVE UP A

BOUNTY OF FRESH, BREEZY FARE—FISH SLIDERS!—IN A SUPER-CHILL

ATMOSPHERE DESIGNED TO ELICIT THAT COLLECTIVE “AHHH”

photographed by STEPHEN BACCON

THE MENU
STRAWBERRY-BASILSANGRIA

SPICE-RUBBED FISHSLIDERS
KALE, CHICKPEA,FENNEL, AND DATESALAD

PEAR, GINGER, ANDTHYME TARTE TATIN

PA RT Y PL A N N E R

SPICE-RUBBED
FISH SLIDERS
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In pursuit of a laid-back, lip-smacking
summer menu, we turned to Guy
Turland, the Australian chef–cum–
surfer who proves that healthy dishes
can be chic, flavorful, and fun. With
Bondi Harvest—the name of his
popular café near Sydney’s famed
beach, its new outpost in Santa
Monica, and his cookbook—Turland
channels a relaxed Aussie attitude
with every recipe. “The Sydney beach
vibe is all about a balanced lifestyle,”
says Turland. That means cooking
with garden-gorgeous ingredients

but also keeping stress at bay with a good dose of pre-party prep. His
tactics include chopping salad ingredients well in advance and making
plenty of food: “More is more! You can always send your friends home
with their lunch for the next day,” he says. Sounds pretty “Yew!” to
us—you know, Aussie surfer slang for “Awesome!”

T H E PO U R

Bring a bright, fruity twist to
festive sangria with fresh basil,
berries, and oranges in a crisp
rosé. This recipe by Helene
Henderson of Malibu Farm (her
recent Malibu Farm Cookbook
is fodder for many happy beach-
side events) is as easy as it gets.
Pour the blend over ice, or chill
it by using frozen fruit, which
won’t dilute the mix as it melts.

SERVES 10 

1 lb. fresh strawberries,
quartered

2 oranges, sliced
3 bottles rosé
½ cup brandy
½ cup orange liqueur

(try Cointreau Triple Sec, $22/

375 ml; astorwines.com)

½ cup simple syrup
1 cup fresh basil leaves

1 Combine all ingredients in a
6-quart container. Cover and
chill 2 hours before serving.
2 Pour sangria into a glass
pitcher and serve over ice.

T H E SCE N E

BEACH CASUAL 

TIE IT UP For napkin rings, evoke the look of a
classic surfboard tether with loops of white rope
wrapped with life-preserver-orange tape at the
tips. You can also wind the rope around vases
and votive candleholders (below), fastening it
with glue or a straight pin, for a mood that’s
decidedly seaside-smart; add a band of shocking
orange or pink cording at the top for a tangy pop.
Most of the materials are inexpensive and can be
found at a hardware store.

HIT A BLUE NOTE Telegraph summer with
touches of cloudless blue. Go deep with this
palette—from cerulean to navy—in napkins, plates,
and enamel-dipped cutlery.

TURN A FRESH LEAF Instead of flowers, opt
for supersize fronds like these Xanadu leaves
(below), from the philodendron family, to amplify
the tropical ambience (three stems work well in a
modern, straight-sided vase). They’re intriguingly
sculptural and couldn’t be simpler to arrange.
Check in with your local florist, or if you live in a
warm climate, snip some ferns from the backyard.

Enamel flatware, Pottery Barn,
$42/12 pieces; potterybarn
.com. Porcelain plates,
Canvas, from $18 each;
canvashomestore.com.
Cherrywood
board, Lostine,
$120; lostine
.com.

T H E I N V I T E

The hand-drawn, rhythmic waves and rope
motif on this monochromatic note (available
digitally or on paper) feels just right for a casual
barbecue featuring fish on the grill.

From 25¢/online invitation. Find it at paperlesspost
.com/instyle.
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T H E R ECI PES

SPICE-RUBBED
FISH SLIDERS

These delicious grilled sandwiches
are full of surprises: a delectable
spice-blend seasoning, a slew of
mint-spiked slaw, and a creamy
yogurt tartar sauce that Turland
calls totally guilt-free. “They’re quick
and simple to make, and they take
one hand to eat, so they’re ideal for
parties,” he notes. Serve them warm
on fresh, soft buns.

SERVES 4

ACTIVE TIME 15 MINUTES 

TOTAL TIME 30 MINUTES

BONDI HARVEST SLIDER SLAW
2 cups coarsely shredded red

cabbage
1 cup coarsely grated fennel bulb
1 green apple, coarsely grated
½ cup thinly sliced red onion
½ cup loosely packed fresh mint

leaves
1 tbsp roasted pumpkin seeds
¾ cup plus 2 tbsp apple cider

vinegar
2½ tbsp olive oil

SPICE RUB
1 tsp coriander seeds
2 cardamom pods (including seeds)
2 tsp sea salt
1 tsp black peppercorns
1 tsp smoked paprika
1 tsp garlic powder
1 tsp dried oregano
1 tsp chili powder

YOGURT TARTAR SAUCE
1 cup gherkins, coarsely chopped
1 cup plain Greek-style yogurt
¼ cup roughly chopped fresh flat-

leaf parsley
¼ cup roughly chopped cilantro
2 tbsp fresh lemon juice

1 tbsp brined capers, drained and
coarsely chopped

1 tbsp Dijon mustard
¼ tsp kosher salt
1⁄8 tsp black pepper

FISH FILLETS
4 (4–6 oz.) boneless, skinless

white fish fillets, such as halibut
or grouper

4 sourdough or brioche rolls
1 tomato, sliced

1 Heat the grill to medium heat
(350°F–450°F). 2 Make the slaw: In
a large bowl, gently stir together
cabbage, fennel, apple, onion, mint,
and pumpkin seeds. Place vinegar
and oil in a jar with a tight-fitting lid,
seal, and shake until combined. Pour
over the slaw and toss lightly. Set
aside. 3 Prepare the spice rub: Cook
coriander seeds and cardamom pods
in a small skillet over medium-high
heat until lightly browned and
fragrant, 2–3 minutes. Using a mortar
and pestle or a spice grinder, grind
together all the ingredients. 4 Make
the yogurt tartar sauce: Stir
together all the ingredients. Set
aside. 5 Prepare the fish: Sprinkle
each side of the fillets with ½
teaspoon of the spice rub (you can
store the remaining rub in an airtight
container at room temperature for
up to 4 months). Grill fish, covered,
just until it begins to flake when
poked with a sharp knife and is

opaque in the center, 3–4 minutes on
each side. 6 Assemble sliders:
Spread tartar sauce on bottom half
of rolls; top each with a tomato slice,
1 fillet, and a heaping spoonful of
slaw. Cover with roll tops and serve.

KALE, CHICKPEA,
FENNEL, AND DATE
SALAD

In this recipe “every individual
ingredient shines,” says Turland.
“The fennel is sweet and crunchy,
the kale gives hints of bitterness,
and the creamy chickpeas balance
out the sweetness from the dates.”
Toss in the dressing at the last
moment, or, if your kale is less than
tender, add it an hour ahead of time
(without the fennel and dates),
allowing the citrus to mellow any
tough leaves.

SERVES 4

ACTIVE TIME 15 MINUTES 

TOTAL TIME 15 MINUTES

3 oranges
3 kale leaves, coarsely chopped
1 cup cooked chickpeas or

rinsed and drained canned
chickpeas

1 cup loosely packed fresh mint
leaves

1 cup loosely packed fresh flat-leaf
parsley

KALE,
CHICKPEA,

FENNEL, AND
DATE SALAD

SPICE-RUBBED
FISH SLIDERS
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Smooth, crisp refreshment with only 10 calories. 

new

FOR HAPPY BODIES
™
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1 fennel bulb, trimmed and thinly
sliced

7 tbsp olive oil
¼ tsp kosher salt
1⁄8 tsp black pepper
6 dates, quartered lengthwise
¼ cup walnut halves (optional)

1 Peel and trim ends of two
oranges. Using a paring knife, cut
along membrane on both sides of
each segment. Free segments
and place in a medium bowl,
removing and discarding seeds.
Squeeze juice from third orange
into a measuring cup to equal ¼ cup.
Set aside. 2 Toss together kale,
chickpeas, mint, parsley, fennel, and
orange segments in a large bowl.
3 Drizzle kale mixture with the olive
oil and orange juice, and sprinkle
with salt and pepper. Top with dates
and walnuts.

PEAR, GINGER, AND
THYME TARTE TATIN  

Turland first made this
mouthwatering dessert when
starting out as a chef ’s apprentice.
“It changed my life,” he says. “I love
how the fruit juices sink into the
caramel.” One lesson he learned
early on: Turn over the tart when it’s
still fairly hot so that the fruit and
caramel don’t stick to the pan.

SERVES 8

ACTIVE TIME 20 MINUTES 

TOTAL TIME 1 HOUR, 10 MINUTES

5 ripe pears
¾ cup granulated sugar
1 tbsp lemon zest
1½ tbsp fresh lemon juice
1 ½-inch-piece fresh ginger, peeled

and finely chopped
2 tbsp salted butter, diced
1 tsp fresh thyme leaves, plus more

for garnish
½ pkg. frozen puff pastry sheets,

thawed

1 Preheat the oven to 400°F. 2 Peel
and core pears; cut into quarters. Set
aside. 3 Stir together sugar, lemon
zest, lemon juice, and ginger in a small
bowl. Transfer mixture to a 10-inch
nonstick ovenproof skillet or tarte
tatin pan. Cook over medium-low
heat, stirring constantly, until sugar
dissolves, about 8 minutes. Increase
heat to medium. Cook until sugar
begins to caramelize and turns
golden brown, 7–10 minutes.
4 Arrange pear slices over sugar
mixture, slightly overlapping slices
and filling the skillet. Scatter butter
pieces and thyme leaves over pears.

Cook over medium until pears are
tender-crisp, about 10 minutes.
Remove skillet from heat; let stand
while preparing pastry. 5 Unroll puff
pastry sheet on a lightly floured
surface, and cut out an 11-inch circle
using a small knife. Place pastry round
over caramelized pears, tucking
extra pastry beneath them. 6 Bake in
the lower third of the oven until
pastry is golden brown, 30–35
minutes. Remove from oven, and cool
10 minutes. 7 Place a large plate or
cutting board on top of the skillet,
and invert the tart. Garnish with
thyme leaves. Serve warm.

T H E TA K E - H O M E

Synonymous with toes-in-sand yumminess,

old-school woven friendship bracelets are hard to

resist. Leave some out in a glass bowl and send pals

home with a vivid reminder of your feel-good fête.

PEAR, GINGER, AND
THYME TARTE TATIN  

Solid-colored hemp bracelets, Ivy Vine Jewelry, $4 each;
ivyvinejewelry.etsy.com. Striped cotton and acrylic bracelet,

The Fair Line, $15/5; educationandmore.org.
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Doré; courtesy Aude Sarkamari; courtesy
Daphne Moreau; Jeffrey Westbrook (9); styling:
Gabriel Rivera/RJ Bennett p. 132: Clockwise
from top left: Melodie Jeng/Getty; Guy
Breemat/Getty; Vanni Bassetti/Getty; Getty;
Tommy Ton/Trunk Archive; Gamma Features/
Getty; Margot Mace (3); Adam Katz Sinding/
Trunk Archive p. 135: Joseph Molines; prop
styling: Anthony Federici p. 136: Clockwise
from bottom right: TIPS (5); Dan MacMedan/
Wireimage; Gary Gershoff/Getty p. 138:
Clockwise from bottom right: TIPS (5); Ida Mae
Astute/Getty; Ezra Shaw/Getty p. 140:
Clockwise from bottom right: TIPS (5); Kevin
Mazur/Getty; Alberto E. Rodriguez/Getty
p. 143: Gray Malin p. 144: Clockwise from top
right: courtesy Surf Bazaar; courtesy Captain
Kid; courtesy Share With p. 146: Clockwise
from top left: courtesy Left Hand Coffee;
courtesy Navy Beach; courtesy Monc XIII
p. 148: From top: courtesy Toast; Sarah Balch
pp. 152–159: Thomas Whiteside/Eiger
Agency; hair: Peter Gray/Moroccanoil/Home
Agency; makeup: Yumi Mori/Lancôme/The
Wall Group; styling: Melissa Rubini; manicure:
Maki Sakamoto/Dior Vernis/Kate Ryan Inc.;
set design: Cooper Vasquez/The Wall Group;
production: Rosco Production p. 160:
Clockwise from top left: David Livingston/
Getty; Dimitrios Kambouris/Getty; STRDEL/
AFP/Getty; Picture Perfect/Rex/Shutterstock;
Kris Connor/FilmMagic p. 161: Clockwise
from top left: Gilbert Carrasquillo/FilmMagic;
Jason LaVeris/FilmMagic; Steve Granitz/
WireImage; Didier Baverel/WireImage; Lionel
Hahn/Abaca; Steve Granitz/WireImage; Jon
Kopaloff/FilmMagic; Monica Schipper/
FilmMagic pp. 162–169: Duy Vo; hair: Dennis
Gots/Devries/The Wall Group; makeup: Fiona
Stiles/Fiona Stiles Beauty/The Wall Group;
styling: Jordy Huinder/EE Agency; manicure:
Debbie Leavitt/Essie in Bride to Be/Nailing
Hollywood; set design: Kelly Fondry; produc-
tion: GE Projects pp. 170–175: Jan Welters/
Art Department; hair for Poots: Dennis Gots/
The Wall Group; hair for Gugino: Mark
Townsend/Dove Hair Care/Starworks
Artists; makeup for Poots: Natasha Severino/
Chanel/Forward Artists; makeup for Gugino:
Rachel Goodwin/Chanel/Starworks Artists;
styling: Ali Pew; manicure: Michelle Saunders/
Essie/Forward Artists; production: Kelsey
Stevens Productions pp. 176–179: Billy
Ballard; grooming: Marissa Machado/Baxter
of California/Art Department; styling:
James Valeri; production: Kelsey Stevens
Productions p. 181: Stephen Baccon
p. 182: Clockwise from top left: Stephen
Baccon; Dyad Photography (3); styling: Mai
Tran p. 184: Stephen Baccon p. 186: From
top: Stephen Baccon; Kate Lacey (3); styling:
Miako Katoh p. 190: Marc-Antoine Coulon

Cover: Thomas Whiteside/Eiger Agency; hair:
Peter Gray/Moroccanoil/Home Agency;
makeup: Yumi Mori/Lancôme/The Wall Group;
styling: Melissa Rubini; manicure: Maki
Sakamoto/Dior Vernis/Kate Ryan Inc.; set
design: Cooper Vasquez/The Wall Group;
production: Rosco Production p. 9: Thomas
Whiteside/Eiger Agency p. 10: Billy Ballard
p. 12: Clockwise from top left: courtesy China
Glaze; courtesy Allison Williams; courtesy Nick
Jonas; courtesy Carla Gugino; Samir Hussein/
WireImage p. 14: Clockwise from bottom right:
Brian Henn; styling: Wendy Schelah/Halley
Resources; Thomas Slack; Jon Paterson; Jeffrey
Westbrook; styling: Gabriel Rivera/RJ Bennett
p. 16: Clockwise from top right: Michelangelo
Di Battista/Management + Artists; no credit
p. 18: Clockwise from top right: Lisa Martin;
courtesy Anastasia Beverly Hills (2); Jon
Paterson (2); styling: Sabrina Grande; courtesy
Shu Uemura; TIPS; Alain Gil-Gonzalez/Abaca;
Digital Catwalk/Zuma; Gamma-Rapho/Getty
p. 20: Clockwise from center: Thomas
Whiteside; courtesy YSL; Getty; Bettman/
Getty p. 29: Joseph Molines; prop styling:
Anthony Federici p. 30: Clockwise from
bottom right: Joseph Molines (2); prop styling:
Anthony Federici; courtesy Kathleen Whitaker
(2) p. 32: Clockwise from top left: Joseph
Molines (2); prop styling: Anthony Federici;
courtesy Chanel p. 34: Clockwise from top:
Joseph Molines; prop styling: Anthony Federici;
courtesy Design Ideas; courtesy Blaze p. 36:
Joseph Molines; prop styling: Anthony Federici
p. 38: From top: Blossom Berkofsky/Getty;
courtesy Horizons National p. 41: Christian
Hogstedt p. 42: Clockwise from top left: Evan
Miller; Zach Hilty/BFA; Charlotte Wales;
courtesy Area; courtesy Hensley (2) p. 43:
Clockwise from top right: courtesy Kobi
Halperin (2); Luca Babini; courtesy Bonnie
Young; courtesy PH5 (2) p. 45: Andreas Rentz/
Getty p. 46: Clockwise from top right:
Broadimage; Rex/Shutterstock; AKM-GSI;
Splash p. 47: Clockwise from top right: Kristina
Bumphrey/Startraks; Todd Williamson/Getty;
Bauer-Griffin; Rex/Shutterstock; Nichola
Hunt/FilmMagic; Jason Merritt/Getty; AFF
p. 48: Clockwise from top right: Andreas
Rentz/Getty; Jacques Rouchon/Roger-Viollet;
Stéphane Cardinale/Corbis; Jérôme Dominé/
Abaca; David Fisher/Rex/Shutterstock;
Buckner/Rex/Shutterstock p. 52: From left:
Action Press/Startraks; Mike Marsland/
WireImage; Evan Agostini/AP; J. Countess/
WireImage; Pascal Le Segretain/Getty p. 53:
From left: Jennifer Graylock/INF; Jon Kopaloff/
FilmMagic (2); Juan Naharro Gimenez/
WireImage; Splash p. 54: Clockwise from top
right: Amy Lombard (2); David X Prutting/BFA
(4) p. 56: Clockwise from top right: Jens
Langkjaer/LGA Management; Donato Sardella/
Getty; Frederick M. Brown/Getty; Stefanie
Keenan/Getty (2); Rex/Shutterstock; Splash;
Jordan Strauss/AP pp. 58–59: Courtesy
Carolina Herrera p. 61: Clockwise from top left:
Pamela Berkovic; Imaxtree; Pamela Berkovic;
Imaxtree p. 62: Clockwise from top: Jo Metson
Scott; Getty; courtesy Stella McCartney;
Gamma-Rapho/Getty; Getty p. 63: Clockwise
from top left: courtesy Stella McCartney (2);
Dyad Photography; styling: Bill Laughlin/ Mark
Edward Inc.; Marilou Daube; courtesy Stella
McCartney (2) pp. 65–68: Thomas Slack; hair:
Ayumi Yamamoto/Shu Uemura/De Facto;
makeup: Deanna Melluso/Dior/The Wall
Group; styling: Ali Pew; manicure: Geraldine

Holford/Dior/The Wall Group; models: Nicole
Heimig/The Society Management; Nora
Zorom/Muse NYC p. 70: From right: Brian
Henn; styling: Judith Trezza/RJ Bennett; Daniele
Oberrauch/Imaxtree p. 71: Brian Henn; styling:
Judith Trezza/RJ Bennett pp. 73–77:
Accessories: Kate Lacey; styling: Miako Katoh
pp. 78–83: Brian Henn; styling: Wendy Schelah/
Halley Resources p. 84: Clockwise from top
left: courtesy Diane von Furstenberg; courtesy
Joe’s; Splash; courtesy Diane von Furstenberg;
courtesy Chinese Laundry p. 86: Clockwise
from top left: Aingeru Zorita/De Facto; Jon
Paterson (6); styling: Gabriel Rivera/RJ Bennett
p. 89: Clockwise from top left: Tommy Ton/
Trunk Archive; Jon Paterson (12); styling: Bill
Laughlin/Mark Edward Inc.p. 90: Clockwise
from top left: Vanni Bassetti/Getty; Jon
Paterson (13); styling: Bill Laughlin/Mark
Edward Inc. p. 92: Dyad Photography; styling:
Renée Yan p. 94: Clockwise from bottom right:
courtesy The Great; courtesy Tomas Maier;
courtesy A.P.C.; courtesy AG Jeans; courtesy
Levi’s; Brian Henn (6); styling: Gabriel Rivera/
RJ Bennett p. 97: Kevin Tachman/Trunk
Archive p. 98: Counterclockwise from top:
Kevin Tachman/Trunk Archive (2); Jon Paterson
(3) p. 100: Clockwise from top right: Imaxtree;
Jon Paterson (2); Firstview; Jon Paterson (4);
Antonello Trio/Imaxtree p. 104: Clockwise
from top left: Taylor Hill/Getty; Jordan Strauss/
AP; Brian Henn; Patrick Rideaux/Picture
Perfect; Mireya Acierto/Getty; Michael
Tullberg/Getty; Stéphane Cardinale/Corbis
p. 106: Clockwise from top right: D Dipasupil/
FilmMagic; Mike Marland/WireImage; Gregg
DeGuire/WireImage; Teresa Kroeger/
FilmMagic; Brian Henn; Antonello Trio/
Imaxtree; INF p. 108: From top, from left, row 1:
Lisa Rose/Globe; BEI/Shutterstock; Peter
Brooker/Rex/Shutterstock; row 2: Steve
Granitz/WireImage (2); Carlo Allegri/Getty;
row 3: Jim Smeal/Shutterstock; Giulio
Marcocchi/Sipa; Charles Sykes/Rex/
Shutterstock; Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic; Gregory
Pace/Shutterstock; row 4: Matt Baron/
Shutterstock; Tim Rooke/Rex/Shutterstock;
Evan Agostini/AP; row 5: Andreas Branch/
Sipa; Jordan Strauss/AP; Matt Baron/Shutter-
stock; Angela Weiss/Getty; Jamie McCarthy
p. 115: Thomas Slack; hair: Ayumi Yamamoto/
Shu Uemura/De Facto; makeup: Deanna
Melluso/Dior/The Wall Group; styling: Ali Pew;
manicure: Geraldine Holford/Dior/The Wall
Group p. 120: Henrique Gendre/Traction
Artist Management p. 121: Clockwise from top
right: Jerod Harris/WireImage; Matt Baron/
Shutterstock; Jeff Kravitz/FilmMagic; Jamie
McCarthy/Getty; Brian Henn (6) p. 122: Jon
Paterson p. 124: Jon Paterson p. 129: Joseph
Molines; prop styling: Anthony Federici p. 130:
Clockwise from top right: courtesy Garance
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The inspiring 
famous health 
crusader, Dr. 
Patricia Bragg
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You’re an outspoken feminist. Is the

movement where it should be? I wish we

were further along. There are moments

when I lose all hope and think, “What is hap-

pening?” But then I see young women such

as [The Hunger Games actress and activist]

Amandla Stenberg and think, “If we are mak-

ing even one or two people like her, we’re do-

ing something right.”

What do you do when you lose hope? I ask

myself, “How do I take my frustration and

translate it into something that actually helps

the situation?” I have started using the expres-

sion “compassionate activism”: It’s about

keeping my heart open so that I can under-

stand the point of view of the other person.

What do you wish you knew when you were

younger? That I was enough. I had a mother

who told me that, so I don’t know where the

message got lost. I used to think there is a

right way to look, there is a right person to

become—and then I really got stuck.

Today’s girls have social media to contend

with too This whole message that “I woke up

like this”—uh, no, I didn’t, and neither did

anyone else. It’s important to pull the cur-

tain back. Why not help people instead of

making them feel worse? This is what shame

stands for: Should Have Already Mastered

Everything. But you can’t.

How do you deal when you don’t feel 100 per-

cent? I accept it. Acceptance does not mean

you like it. It means that you agree this is what

it is. Once you have that, you can step forward.

How do you do that? [Scholar] Brené Brown

said, “Shame cannot live if you turn the lights

on.” If you think, “I don’t want anyone to know

this,” tell someone. Share shame so you are

not left alone with it. If you can’t find another

person, get a journal. I didn’t say make a video

on Snapchat. It’s for you, not anyone else.

If you could tell every girl in the world one

thing, what would it be? First, I would say

hi. Then I would whisper, “If anyone tells

you there is a right way to do your life,

they’re wrong.”

I  AM THAT G I RL

“The same way you know your
phone, know yourself”: Wise words
from actress Tracee Ellis Ross, who,
as you’re about to find out, is as
deep as she is funny on her hit ABC
comedy, Black-ish. Here, the
43-year-old—whose real middle
name is Joy (“My mom said I could
let it go professionally because I
embodied it”)—talks with I Am That
Girl’s co-founder Emily Greener
about feminism, practicing “com-
passionate activism,” and what it’s
like having a living legend as a mom.
You were very young when your mother

Diana Ross’s solo career took off. What was

your upbringing like? The national treasure

that is Diana Ross is a dim light compared with

who she is as a mother. My mom paved the way

not only for my career but also for who I am as

a human being. There was a space created for

me before I came here, and it is my job to fill it

up. I’m trying to find a little joy and happiness,

a lot of giggles—and maybe some pretty shoes.

You’ve spoken about not loving yourself

growing up. How did you change that? I was

in, like, fifth grade, and I said, “I’m going to

believe that these people are staring at me

because I am beautiful.” I’m black, and I wore

glasses, so I made the choice: He is staring at

me because I’m beautiful.

Did that work? Not all the time, but it was a

way better place to land in than the other.
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Share a tweet @instyle     Share a gram @instylemagazine
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With local chapters
around the country

(and a vibrant online
community), this

empowering group
improves the way girls

treat themselves—
and one another.
Sponsor a girl in

your community by
signing up at

iamthatgirl.com.



WHAT’S NEW, PUSSYKAT?



CREATED BY                 KATY PERRY

IT’S MY NEW 

 KATY KAT 
COLLECTION

New makeup I created for COVERGIRL.



OPEN SHAZAM      TAP CAMERA        SCAN THE HOUSE

SHAZAM 

FOR A 

PRIVATE TOUR 

OF THE 

KATY KAT 

HOUSE



Get them all @ katykatcollection.com



Collect the new makeup I created 

exclusively for COVERGIRL, and you.

NEW 
KATY KAT MATTE LIPSTICK
Instead of tight, dry matte, mine is pillowy soft, 

like a kitten. In my favorite new cool kat shades.

NEW 
KATY KAT EYE
My new mascara for a 360° cat eye. 

Purrfect all day, with no smudging.

In Very Black, and Perry Blue.

Get them all @ katykatcollection.com

EXCLUSIVE!



THE BACK 
STORY

I’ve been the face of COVERGIRL for 3 years now, 

so I was really excited to take a creative role, too!

I was super picky – I sampled at least 50 shades, 

7 formulas, and looked at over 200 designs.

My vision always started with a new, pillowy matte lip 

in a bone white, soft-touch case – so chic with 

the black logo. And the shades are so sophisticated 

for this price point.

Of course I pushed for the blackest black, 

Perry Panther, but I also love Pink Paws and Kitty 

Purry for how wearable they are.

Cosmo Kitty is a really unique lavender.

You may be surprised how � attering it is.

Choose your shade (I had so much fun coming up 

with cat-themed names for them), 

then top it off with my mascara.  

I wanted it extra dark for a cat eye that lasts 

without smudging.

Or you can choose Perry Blue 

and electrify your eyes.  

These are formulas and colors you’d think 

would be in department stores, but you can get 

them every place COVERGIRL is sold. 

So pounce!
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